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Executive Summary 

A. SchoolNet 

SchoolNet (SN) has been a key element of the federal government's Building a More 
Innovative Economy strategy, tabled originally in 1994. SchoolNet  lias  been extremely 
successful in meeting its original objective of facilitating the electronic connection of' 
Canadas  public schools, First Nations' schools, and public libraries (LibraryNet), and 
continues to play a strong role in the new 1998 Cotmeeteclness Strate.  In large part, the 
success of SchoolNet is a function of innovative delivery mechanisms which have 
involved provincial partners, and a \vide range of other educational, business, an 

 professional organizations. Through these partnerships, SchoolNet  lias  been able to 
leverage significant resources — measured in terms of both level and impact — that have 
allowed the overall project to be developed far beyond the federal involvement alone of 
roughly $40 million. Indeed, partnerships and leveraging relationships can be viewed as 
the backbone of the SchoolNet initiative. 

B. Overall Conclusions 

Our conclusion is that SchoolNet  lias  played a strong role in establishing connectivity 
between Canadian schools and libraries. Moreover, it  lias  done this in an environment 
where jurisdictional sensitivity is of paramount Loncern, and resource availability is 
scarce. This has resulted in an interesting and important mix of partnerships between 
federal, provincial, organizational and private sector actors that, given the constantly 
changing nature of knowledge and technology in the modern context, will require 
continual rene\val into the future. 

C. Specific Findings 

1) Collaboration and leveraging. Collaboration and leveraging arrangements that have 
played such a key role in the overall SN initiative. SchoolNet  lias  been, in our opinion, 
outstandingly successful in this arena. In fact. it is not unreasonable to suggest that the 
wide range of SN partnerships represents one of the key successes of the program, and 
that SN would not exist without them. Not only do these partnerships allow for increased 
resources, they also lead to the sort of shared management practices that  lias  frail-  I the 
SN approach. And \vhile many partners feel the partnerships would benefit from an 
increased level of overall funding, in their own right they have been instrumental in 
facilitating substantial additional resource generation and deployment amongst the 
variety of actors in the educational system. 
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2) Federal involvement. There is a clear sense that federal involvement in the form of a 
national connectivity strategy was both necessary and legitimate in the eyes of affected 
parties in the educational system. This is not to say that jurisdictional tensions have been 
absent, but rather that, when evident, they have been resolved with relative ease. In large 
part, this a reflection of the common desire held by all actors to facilitate the use of 
information and communications technology in Canadian schools — a desire that 
transcends jurisdictional boundaries. Federal-provincial cooperation was enabled through 
a healthy mix of decentralized administration (all the way down to the school and even 
classroom level), combined ‘vith a federal role that was more that of agent provocateur, 
than that of micro-manager. It is clear that Industry Canada is but one player: the active 
participation of provinces and School Boards/Districts has been crucial. Having said this, 
there are several specific examples where the federal role  lias  been crucial, especially in 
the areas of acting as a focal point to develop a collaborative national vision, and in 
addressing sonie technical issues within information and communications technology 
(ICT) that are within the :ederal mandate. Our conclusion is that achievement of SN 
goals would not have been sustainable without federal involvement. 

3) Impact on connectivity and use of ICT. Specific examples of SN programtning have 
resulted in increased connectivity and use of  [CT  in Canadian schools and libraries. At a 
general level, the answer is a simple `yes' - SN  lias  resulted in more computers (through 
CI'S), increased connectivity, and in,  eased provision of educational resources (e.g, 
through GrassRoots). In fact,  100%  of schools and libraries that wish to be connected, 
now are connectec.I. For First Nations schools, this is particularly relevant because of the 
remote settings for many of these schools—here First Nations SchoolNet  lias  provided 
satellite connections to schools that almost certainly would not have them otherwise. 

4) Computers for Schools (CES). The CFS program has played an important role in 
increasing the availability of computers for use in schools and libraries. As of the end of 
March 2000, 	200,000 computers had been supplied by CFS to schools and libraries. 
While the total number of computers at schools/libraries has increased because of CFS, 
some respondents have comtnented on the quality of the computers sum: ..d. Many CFS 
computers are low-end" and do not meet minimum configuration standards for modern 
software, or for effective Internet connection. Consequently, in order for the CFS 
computers to be of use to schools/libraries significant expenditures (or effort) have been 
required on the part of the School District to upgrade the computers to meet current 
standards which permit connection to the Internet. 	Should such resources be devoted 
towards bringing older computers to the basic level needed to permit connectivity, or 
should these resources be devoted towards the purchase of fe‘ver computers but with 
superior technology? The response to this question may 'vary depending upon the 
educational levels taught at the schools. Older computers can be used as simple resource 
stations for running specific educational programs, thus appropriate for younger school 
levels, and may even be used for -spare parts" or to help students learn how to - tear them 
down-. One of the computer purchaser respondents had mentioned: The main use in 
this area has often been at the high school level where students want a machine they can 
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'hack apart'". More advanced computers, with greater hard drive space will enable 
students to 'surf' the Internet and become familiar with more advanced software 
packages, thus appropriate for higher school levels and libraries. 

5) Addressing ICT Barriers. Several steps were taken by SN to overcome barriers to 
increased ICT use in schools. 	Those pertaining to a key barrier—professional 
development of teachers--included creation of the SN Youth Employment Initiative 
which n,vas funded by HRDC, the development of a paper-based SN Offline tool, and 
Alberta's School Integration Resource. While these steps, and others„ have been 
undertaken by SN, many teachers, principals, and librarian acknowledge their lack of 
professional development in computer/Internet use. SITES data also confirms that few 
schools have offered ICT training for all teachers. Failure to instruct teachers/librarians 
in the use of information and communications technology limits the promotion of the 
Internet and other web-based educational resources. 	It is unclear whether the 
responsibility for ensuring that teachers/principals/librarians are properly instructed falls 
upon the shoulder of the SN program, or whether it should remain mainly a provincial 
responsibility. However, it is important to note that the SchoolNet program  lias a played 
a facilitator or catalyst role and it is thus a worthwhile investment to maintain. There is a 
wide variety of barriers to effective ICT use that will be important in the near future, 
including technical issues related to high-speed access to the Internet, lack of ICT 
technical support, and so on. Interviews n,vith various stakeholders (e.g., teachers, 
provincial officials) reveals that SchoolNet is considered to have a moderately important 
future role in addressing virtually all of them. 

6) On-line Resources. SN on-line resources and initiatives, and especially GrassRoots, 
lias  attracted numerous schools. GrassRoots is cc.nsidered by many educators as an 
effective program as it offers funding to schools which helps cover the costs of creating 
and implementing classroom learning projects on the Internet. Developing useful on-line 
resources is an effective strategy that encourages librarians and teachers to access the 
Internet and meet Industry Canada objectives, while limiting the costs to the program of 
ensuring that all 20,000 schools and libraries across Canada are connected. While the 
GrassRoots initiative  vas  considered useful and successfully encouraged teacher and 
student involvement in Internet-based ac tivities, few other SN on-line resources are as 
highly used by as many respondents, or as highly useful (on average). This may simply 
mean that fewer users exist for each individual initiative, but the situation warrants 
careful attention to ensure the development of educational materials and resources that 
meet the curriculum needs of School Districts and individual schools and teachers. An 
important lesson learned is that every on-line resource must be designed with careful 
attention to how it is to be used in the field. While it was not specifically addressed in 
this evaluation, there are several indications that the library community feels that 
LibraryNet has been relatively neglected, with much less thinking about the needs of this 
community, and interaction with it, than is necessary. 
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7) Sustainable Development. SN, LN, and FNSN are clearly not programs for which 
the major portion of sustainable development (SD) goals are relevant, in that they have 
few environmental implications. However, they do contribute to some portions of the 
government's SD objectives, as they have helped improve social equity through provision 
of computers, Internet access, and technical advice to all Canadian communities, no 
matter how remote. Further, all programs demonstrate a clear commitment to broad, 
participatory  decision-making, in which both policies and products are designed and 
delivered through working groups at all levels of government, the K-12 school system, 
and the private sector. Finally, the federal involvement was crucial to the long-term 
sustainability of the program, and will continue to be in the future. 

8. Put more resources into LibraryNet. Limited data suggest that LibraryN:t is the 
"poor relation" in the SN program. It has had considerably less effort put into 
determining the programrnatic and resource needs of libraries, librarians, and library 
users, and in finding way s to address these needs. If thcre are still important library 
needs that are unresolved, and if SN can play a role, then this lack should be addressed. 

D. Key Lessons Learned 

Some of the key lessons learned by SN to date have been: 

e Tension between provincial and federal parties can be overcome when both are 
working towards a common goal, and when all parties are willing to offer 
resources while foregoing program control at the delivery level. The presence of 
an apparent champion and a well-defined vision also ensure that the needed 
synergies are created and maintained. 

e The partnerships facilitated by SN are crucial to success of this endeavour and 
must be nurtured and maintained. Partners should be engaged at all stages of 
development and operations, and must be willing to be flexible and adaptive. The 
in-kind support frotn partners is as important as the cash contributions. 

e SchoolNet's partnerships require continuing direction and resources from Industry 
Canada and/or SN to be sustainable over the medium to long term. 

• Computer and Internet technologies, and the uses to which they are being put, are 
evolving so rapidly that SN and CFS should consider monitoring these factors on 
an ongoing basis in terms of setting program  goals. 	While respondents 
acknowledged tl.at  SN is not responsible for addressing all barriers to ICT use, 
misconception of SN's role and its objectives lias  resulted in the program being 
viewed as being responsible for supplying high-end computers to School Districts 
that enable connection to the Internet. 
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• It is crucial to incorporate input from the classroom level to ensure that on-line 
content reflects curriculum, and addresses the interest/needs of teachers and 

students. "Real-world" ICT use must be monitored to ensure that resources are 

actually used and useful. 

E. Recommendations 

Based on our evaluation of the SchoolNet Initiative we suggest the following eight 
recommendations be implemented: 

Maintain the SehoolNet, Computers for Schools, and LibraryNet programs — 
These programs have been important catalysts and facilitators, bringing together the 

complementary needs and resources or federal, provincial, and private sector partners. It 

is clear that the majority of tasks addressed in the past—as well as those that must be 

addressed in the future—have broad cross-jurisdictional implications, and would be 
impossible for individual partners to effectively tackle alone. SN has shown that it is an 

effective instrument to meet these challenges. both in terms of policy and in terms of 
operational matters. LN has been less successful, but has equally good potential. It 

would be valuable to create a more fully defined strietjc context for both programs that 

deals with issues such as infrastructure funding, maintenance of partnerships, etc.. 

2. Provide ongoing ICI' infrastructure investment —Continued investment is needed 
for maintaining and improving the quality or ICI intbstructure, which is rapidly 

becoming inadequate to serve current needs. This would involve providing increased 
band sx. dtit (taking into account that future demand will likely continue to grow, in remote 

and rural communities as well as urban ones), and supplying and maintaining higher 

numbers or higher-quality computers and their associated hardware/software. This 

investment must be a joint effort of all SN partners as this is a cross-jurisdictional issue. 

3. Continue to address other ICI barriers — There rennin many other ICI barriers for 

which SN can help find solutions. 

4. Address First Nations SchoolNet problems — Special effort needs to be made by 

First Nations SchoolNet to ensure that the connectivity gains already realized do not 

disappear. FNSN should clearly distinguish its role and that of the Internet Service 

provider. 

5. Nurture important existing partnerships and collaborations —SchoolNet's 
partnei.ships and collaborative efforts require continuing direction and resources from 
Industry Canada and/or SN to be sustainable over the medium to long term. Several 

highly-visible partnerships are currently in  (langer  of collapse due to a lack of sufficient 
program funding. and lack of co-ordination and vision. We recommend that a "snapshot 
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inventory" be carried out which investigates, tie each partnership. the partnership model 
being used, its usefulness and importance, perceived problems, short-term needs in terms 

of resources and co-ordination, and the expected roles or industry Canada and SN. this 
 inventory might be done through the SN Advisory Board. 

6. Continue to design educational and administrative resourco for "real world" 

relevance— 'Me on-line SN resources have had mixed suecesrassItoots is highly 
used and highly used. but most others cnjoy more limited use an ei usefidness. It is vital 
that existing resources he monitored closely to ensitre their continued relevance ,  and that 
new ones be designed to maximize their effectiveness. 

7, Analyze future programming in terms of incremental impact — There are many 

possible areas in which SN could put end. Due to the many complex cross-
jurisdictional aspects, as well as the actions of various partnerships. it is vb.! that SN's 
activities bc directed towards areas where they can lever the most additional imput. 

8. Put more resources into LibraryNet 	.imited data suggest !hat LibraryNet is the 
"poor relation" in the SN program. It  lias  had considerably less effort put into 

determining the progranunatie and resource needs  of  libraries. librarians, and library 
users and in finding wa!,s to address these needs. lithere are still important library 
needs that are unresolved ,  and if SN- ean play a  rot',  then this lack should be addressed. 
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Introduction 

lins report is an c\-aluation or the Schooltiet1 ,program or Indastr> canada, v,Itia v„as 
created and maintained limite the ereation of partnerships with the provinces and 
territories, as well as many other private and public sedor bodks. The report is 
organind accordait", to the major evaluation issues, \nec releunt‘ different data 
sources  are discussed separatel> within those issues, l'or the sake of brin ii. the 
statisticat results Iront the n arious surve” arc found in the appendices. Where 
appropriate, the test conter a note referring to the appendis and question(s) relevant to 
the discussion, l'or esample. Lite distribution of responses front provincial and temtorial 
officiais regarding the ride or the redan' imoKement in tbstering connectedness is fOund 
in Appendix A. question 3—this would he reterenced as (A: II. 
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A. Methodology 

I he inaior e n altiation methodologies are described briefly below. 

1. Document Review 

Numerous Industry Canada documents and other  reports  were rtniewed to judge 
their rele‘ance to the eultiation issues, I liese included those listed below. 

• tirassRoots Program 1996-97 Case Studies 

• SchoolNet  t  ivat  ion rramew,ork 

• SK11 1 NI.T.CA 

• Ube InlOrmation 	 Avenues for Rpanding Canadas  
%anion». hnployment and Productivity in the NeW World 
larketplace. 1994 

Building the intbrmation Society Mo‘ing Canada into the  21 si  
Century. 1997 

• l'elelininunications Act. Policy and Regulations in Canada. 1993 

New Release: New (grain  to Promote boriginal Business. Culture 
and Youth l'inployment 

• irst Nations SchoolNet Program Lvaltiation Final Report 

• 1' t.aluation of the lberta SehoolNet Project 

• Case Study of SehoolNet in Ne Idland and 1<abrador 

• Canada's Computers fur  SchooK National Program Policies and 
Regional Operations 

• C 'anada's SchoolNet Support Parent', PMgrallt: 	BaCkgroUnd 
information, 17 September 1998 

• Integrating InlOrmation 'Technology into I earning: May June 1098 

• I ibraryNet 
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• IIIAB Operational Plan 1998-1999 

• SchoolNet Youth Lmployment Initiative, presentation to IIRDC. 28 
Ma> 1998 

• Vision 0" .earners in the 2! st Century. 14 Mn> 1996 

• Youth kmployment Strategy. working document, Ma>, 1998 

2. Interviews with Federal Government Officials 

Interviews werc conducted with seven senior lndustry Canada representatives 
regarding evaluation issues related to the original need fOr rederal government 
involvement, the continuing need tr redoul involvement, the role or SN in 
increasing connectedness, the usefulness of SN materials and reti011feeti, the nient 
to which the program addresses inrormation and communications- technology ) 
barriers in schools and libraries, and identification of examples of collaboration. 
partnering, and leveraging. The respondents are round in Appendix E. 

3, 	Interviews with Provincial Officiais 

InterviewsSurveys were euiiducted With  il  provineial officiais who were highly 
SehoolNet and/or LibraryNet. (A special abri was made to obtain 

input on linraryNet through this data source.) The respondents are t'ound in 

APPendi% 1 ,  and the SUrVe> instrument and data are linind in APPendix A. 

4. Survey of School and Library Administrators Re: Computers for 
Schools 

lndividuals responsible  tir technology purehases in the difiCrent provinces and 
territories were identilied with the assistance or the Computers lar Schools (CI.S) 
Provincial Advisory Committees (PACs). Surveys were distributed to a census of 
these individuals regarding, the incremental impact of ('FS on the availability or 
computers in their schools. A total or I I responses were returned (response rate - 
3 1° ot Dtie to variations in how computers are purchased nmong different 
jurisdictions, some individuals answered l'or their entire province, others Rr 
individual Sehool Districts or School Boards. Hie surve> instrument and data are 
round in Appendis 13. 

5. Survey of Teachers, Principals, and Library Administrators 

Surveys %vere distributed to a sample or Canadian teachers. principals, and Hilmi.> 
administrators. Ille surve• instrument and data are found in Appendix C. As there 
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_ 
# Surveys 
Completed 

See text 	 See text 

See text 	 See text 

See text 	 See text 

See text 	 See text 

See text 

216 

See text 

5 5%  (out of total) 

6% (out of surveys with 
correct addresses sent 

out) 

is no easy way to obtain contact inlbrmation For these individualsl, nor is there an 
easy way to identiry individuals Ibr whom SchoolNet or LibraryNet was relevant 
(presumably not all individuals use it). contact lists were drawn rrom several 
sources, as shown below. 

Î Source 

SchoolNet listserve 

Rescol listserve 

Inclass listserve 

Contact data from 13 lists 
from: GrassRoots, SN 
magazine subscnptions, 
Network of Innovative 
Schools, and lists supplied 
by province.) 

BIBCANLIB listserve 

TOTAL  

# Surveys 
Sent 

371 

218 
-4- 

1,381 

1160 

604 

3,934 

IRS 

'Ile first rour lists shown are rrom various Industry Canada sources , the last is a 
listserve ror Canadian library administrators and officials. 

Extensive consultation  sas  carried out with members of tile Provincial Advisory 
( . 01111,1'm:es to determine the best method to identilY respondents and ror survey 
distribution. No single method was round suitable Ibr all possible respondents. In 
the end, survey's were sent via e-mail to all individuals in the table above, either 
through the listserves, or through distribution lists ror the GrassRoots anu other 
contact lists. Two rollow-ups were done. also via e-mail. The first distribution or 
surveys included the survey in the main text or the message. The first follow-up 
encouraged individuals to complete the survey via an alternate method, a Nye-based 

1  Many jurisdictions do not have contact data for individuals only for schools the lists am considered 
confidential in many jurisdictions nol all Individuals have e.mail, the situation  as  different in each 
jurisdiction, etc 
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version put into place by a SchoolNet partner, the Education Network or Ontario 2 . 

The second follow-up also included the survey as an attachment in rich text 

format3 . A dedicated e-mail address was created for survey returns, although 
respondents also had the option Or responding by fax or regular mail. Each 

respondent received both an English and a French version of the instrument. 

As it is impossible to determine which respondents were  ('rom  which contacts 

source (the individual names of respondents in the list serves are confidential), it is 

impossible to detertnine the response rate from the different sources. Many of the 

contact acklresses turned out to be incorrect—mghly 340 "wrong address" 
responses were obtained. Thus the true response rate is roughly 6% (i.e., the 
response rate from "correct address" surveys sent out). This overall response rate is 
ratller low (roughly half what one would normally expect  frein a "blind mailing" 

survey), due to a combination of Pactors: 

• Timing difficulties resulted in the survey not being distributed until May 

23, with the lbllow-ups done in early June. This is an exceptionally 

busy time for the respondents in the schools. 

• Due to the complexity of the issues that needed to be addressed, the 

survey itself was long. 

• There were difficulties associated with the e-mail methodology, 
including garbled survey text in the first mail out, or e-addresses from 

the distribution lists being copied into the main message text. Various 
methods were used to try to overcome these difficulties in the follow-
ups, but some respondents still experienced problems reading the 
surve>s. 

Nonetheless, the survey results are consistent with the information from the other 

lines 01...evidence, and we believe they are accurate and reliable. 

6. Survey of First Nations Communities 

Surveys were sent to the 138 communities that participated in the evaluation of First 

Nations SchoolNet carried out in 1999. These were faxed by Industry Canada to 
respondents, and each respondent was called individually by Kenneth Paul, the 

Our thanks to the individuals involved Mary Beam and Andrew Long 

There are many different e<mail systems among respondents,  and this threepronged approach 
"covered the bases" in terms of how the survey could be read  Seine  surveys in other  formais  g 
Wont WordPerfect. text files) were also sent to individuals requesting them 
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consultant who carried out the previous evaluation (Mr. Paul is also a status 
Mi*kmag). A total of 86 responses were received, a response rate 01'62.3%. 

7. Case Studies of Collaboration and Leveraging 

Numerous possible case studies presented themselves, based on suggestions of 
Industry Canada and SchoolNet officials, and those of the PAC representatives. The 
final selection of six cases represent a variety of different types or partnerships and 
leveraging, as well as those that allow identification of lessons learned for 
maximizing success. 

8. Analysis of Second Information Technology in Education Study 
(SITES) Data 

The SITES survey data were reviewed and sonie findings incorporated into this 
report. 
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II  

Program Description 

A. Background and Program Definition 

The SchoolNet I (SN) initiative consists of a number of different programs and activities 
conducted through extensive partnerships, all or which are related to providing Canadian 
schools and libraries with increased computer access to the Internet (i.e., increased 
"connectedness"), and facilitating the use dads access for a variety of purposes. 

Exhibit I details a list of key elements that were in existence during SchoolNetl. This 
evaluation study will deal primarily with those SchoolNet I programs that are focused on 
the original objectives of SchoolNet: 

I) 	To help connect all of C'arada's  K-12  schools and public libraries to the 
Internet by March 31, 1999. 

2) To connect all of Canada's First Nations' schools under federal jurisdiction to 
the Internet by March 31, 1999. 

3) To contribute to enhanced educational opportunities and information 
technology skills development among  K-12  students. (This was considered a 
longer-term objective than (1) and (2)). 

For siniplicity the programs which comprise the SchoolNet 1 initiative are referred to 
cumulatively as "SchoolNet" or "SN" in the remainder of this paper. 
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Exhibit 1 
SchoolNet Programs 

Considered in this Evaluation 

Computers for Schools  — the provision of donated refurbished surplus computers to 
schools and libraries 

First Nations SchoolNet  — provision of computers to First Nations schools (one computer 
and one DirecPC) and development of First Nations Internet content 

DirecPC — provision of low cost access to the Internet through the use of DirecPC 
technologies and satellite channel donated from Stentor that makes fast and inexpensive 
access possible for schools and libraries in remote communities 

LibraryNet  — facilitation of Internet connectivity by libraries and support for the development 
of materials and resources relevant to libraries 

Network to Savings  — a site which provides information on computer equipment and 
software which is available to schools and libraries at a discount which has been negotiated 
with the federal government 

SchoolNet  Grassroots — support for classroom-based interactive learning projects on the 
Internet 

SchoolNet Virtual  Products — support for the development and mounting of educational 
materials and resources on the Internet. This program was discontinued in April 1998. 

SkillNelca_Leadigr  l_sugynal_Neoml_Pradi. 	 — an Internet database 
containing resumes of post-secondary students and recent graduates, with a custom-
designed search engine which enables employers to search for qualified candidates 

Not Considered in this Evaluation: 

Office of International Partnerships  — an office to respond to inquiries from other countries 
regarding SchoolNet and help Canadian organizations identify opportunities abroad. 

SchoolNet Portal—  development and maintenance of the SchoolNet website, which is the 
main point of access to Pan Cwadian on-line learning resources and services and II-1AB's 
other programs. (This is not actually a program, but a major SchoolNet activity that does 
not fall within any of the other programs.) 

Programs funded by the Youth Employment Strategy (YES): 

SchoolNet Digital Collections  (now referred to as Canada's Digital Collections) — a Youth 
Employment Strategy program to support museums, libraries, and other organizations in 
hiring teams of young people to digitize text, images, and audio and video material for the 
Internet 

The Computers for Schools Technical Work Experience program  — a Youth Employment 
Strategy program which hires young information technology graduates and provides them 
with 13 weeks of experience repairing and refurbishing donated computers 

The SchoolNet Youth Employment Initiative  — a Youth Employment Strategy program 
which hires young university graduates to work for 16 weeks with school boards, schools, 
and libraries, assisting them with the integration of information technology into their 
programs 
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The original mandate of SchoolNet svas articulated in 1994 under the Government's 
strategy, "Building a More Innovative Economy". 1 iming for the original goals of 
SchoolNet was March 31, 1999. 	SchoolNet was expanded in 1998 under the 
Government's new Connectedness Strategy. 	SchoolNet activities prior to the 
Connectedness Strategy are often referred to as SchoolNet I, and the expanded 
SchoolNet as SchoolNet 2. The original mandate or SchoolNet, established in November 
1994, was "to help connect all 16,500 schools and 3,400 libraries in Canada by the end of 
fiscal year 1998". This mandate has been considerably expanded since that time, partly 
because of the success of the program in fulfilling its original mandate, and partly 
because connectedness has become a much higher priority of the federal government. 
The program is now a key part of the government's Connectedness Strategy. This 
strategy is alined ultimately at building the infrastructure and skills that are necessary for 
Canada to become and remain a leader as a knowledge-based economy. 

The Industry Canada expenditures for SchoolNet from 1995/96 through 1999/2000 are 
approximately $82 million, of which roughly $18 million was spent on Computers for 
Schools. It should be noted that the total cost of the Computers for Schools program to 
the federal government is higher than shown above, since private sector donors of 
computer equipment are issued tax receipts for gifts-in-kind. This reduces the amount of 
federal income tax they would otherwise pay.' 

There are six main categories of activities carried out within SchoolNetl: 

1) Activities to facilitate the connectivity or schools and libraries. 

2) Activities which involve the provision of computers to schools and libraries. 

3) The development and operation of the SchoolNet website. 

4) Support for the development of on-line educational materials and resources. 

5) Activities intended to build partnerships. 

6) Research and competency development. 

These are described in the Following sub-sections. At the outset it is important to 
emphasize that none of these activities are carried out by the federal government alone. 

4  Note: Foregone  lux  revenue nutv not lead to a net loss to the government In ,fact. is likely that the 
value  of  à greater than the loss in tax revenue. resulting in an overall net gain to the CES 
program. 
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SchoolNet Strategy - How the Pieces Fit Together 

Canada's 
Competitiveness 

'Innovation 
& Skills 

• SchoolNet GrassRoots 
Network of Innovative Schools  

/Content & Partnerships 
'•SchaolNet Portel & Online Learning Resourcee 

•Skillflet ca 
• Office of International Partnerships 

• Multimedia Learrwere 

Connectivity 
• ScieolNet Connectivity 
• Com )uters tor Schools 
• First lotions ScheolNet 

Building Awareness 
• anConnect 

Evaluation and Measurement 

They all involve partnerships between the federal government, provincial governments, 
the private sector, and non-pro fi t organizations. SchoolNet's role has been to act as a 
catalyst and facilitator. The SchoolNet Advisory Board has provided the strategic 
directions for SchoolNet. The diagram below provides a depiction of the current 
SchoolNet 2 program. The "pyramid" leading to Canadian  [CT conwetitiveness for a 
knowledge-based economy reveals that each level builds upon the one before it: 

Censultation & Planning 
SchoolNot Connectivity Policy & Partnerships (Provincial, Private a Industry, SchoolNet Na 

• LibraryNet 

Cons 
al Advisory Board; 

Source: Industry Canada 

The goals of SN have evolved over time. 

B. Faciiaating Connectivity 

The term "conrectivity" refers to the process of getting schools and libraries hooked up 
to the Internet. 
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They all involve partnerships between the federal government ,  provincial governments. 
the private sector, and non-profit organizations. SchoolNet's role  lias  been to act as a 
catalyst and facilitator. The SchoolNet Advisory Board lias  provided the strategic 
directions for SchoolNet. - Ile diagram below provides a depiction of the current 
Schoolet 2 prouram. The "pyramid . ' leading to Canadian  ICI  competitiveness for a 
knowledge-based economy reveals that each level builds upon the one before it: 

SchoolNet Strategy - How the Pieces Fit Together 

Canada's 
Competitiveness 

/Innovation 
& Skills 

SchoolNet GiessRoots 
• Netv.iork of Innovative Schools 

Content & Partnerships 
/SchoolNet Portal & Online Learning ResourceS 

•SkillNet ca 
• Office of International Partnerships 

• Multimedia Learnware 

Connectivity 

 

• SchoolNet Connectivity 

• First Natiohs SchoolNet 
• Computers for Schools 

Building Awareness 
• CanConnect 

I---J 	 Evaluation and Measurement 

Consultation & Planning 
---E-1-  

• SchoolNet Connectivity Policy & Partnerships (Provinal, Private & Industry. SchoolNet National Advisory Board) 
• LibraryNet 

Source. Industry Canada 

The goals of SN have evolved over time. 

B. Facilitating Connectivity 

The terni "connectivit ) -  refers to the process of gettinu schools and libraries hooked up 

to the Internet. 
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1. Promotion and Facilitation of Connectivity 

Indu.stry Canada has undertaken a number or measures in order to promote and 

facilitate the connectivity of schools and libraries. The Department's overall 
strategy has been to work with the education community in order to support and 
encourage the creation or useful educational resources and materials on the Internet 

that would encourage schools to become connected. This strategy or attracting 
schools on-line, rather than contributing to the enormous ongoing costs or 
connectivity for 20,000 schools and libraries, vas  recommended by SchoolNet's 

National Advisory.  Board. 

First Nations schools, for which the federal government is responsible, were an 
eseeption to this strategy. SchoolNet assumed the costs or connectivity l'or First 

Nations schools. 

he educational resources and materials, which SchoolNet has panicipated in 
developing. are described below. Other activities that have been undertaken to 

support the strategy o:attracting schools on-line include: 

• A National Help Desk to provide technical advice and assistance to First 
Nations schools, plus regional Help Desks. 

• Support through the SchoolNet Youth Employment Initiative, which 
allows the hiring of young IT-skilled graduates to work with schools and 
libraries that want to connect to the Internet but need technical 

assistance. *s'; 
Negotiations with Bell Canada and other telephone companies regarding 
lower long distance phone rates for school and library use or the 
Internet. 

Provision or satellite technology, in partnership with Stentor,  cal led  
DirecPC that makes fast and inexpensive Internet access possible in 
remote communities. This lias  been used for First Nations SchoolNet. 

'fhe Network to Savings program, which helps schools obtain low prices 
for computer equipment, networking technologies, and software. In this 
program companies which have negotiated standing orCer agreements 
with the ibderal government offer their products to schools at reduced 
prices. 

A variety of initiatives to promote the advantages of connectedness to 
schools, such as the SchoolNet magazine. 
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The degree or connectivity or schools and libraries as of Mara 31. I999 (and April 
20. 1999, Ibr libraries), k very high. In fact. 98% and 97°D, respectKely, of the 
roughly 15,000 schools and 3.400 libraries in Canada were connected on those 
dates (i.e., have access to the Internet). Ilus represents 100% of the schools and 
libraries that want to be connected. 

2. Activities to Connect First Nations Schools 

Achieving the connectivity of First Nations sehools has been a major sehoolNet 
undertaking and has required eonsiderable program resources. Approximately 8100 

or the 496 First Nations schools located across the country are  now connected to the 
Internet. (The remaining First Nations schools have declined to participate.) The 
First Nations SehoolNet program provided each  or these schools with a Pentitun 
computer. a DirecPC terminal, and support for Internet and telecommunications 
eosts. as well as technical support through a network of help desks located across 
the country in aboriginal businesses or organizations. Connectivity was 
accomplished through a partnership with the telephone companies that made up the 
tbriner Stentor Alliance (valued at $12 million) ,  whose eommitment comp' ises free 
satellite channel capacity for DireePC usage until 2003. 'Hie program also 
supported the development or the First Nations I tomepage on SchoolNet. 

C. The Provision of Computers to Schools and Libraries 

These activities are carried out within the Computers for Schools ( (' IS) program. whia 
involves collecting donated surplus computer equipment from the federal government 
and other organizations, testing and refurbishing this equipment. and delivering it to 
schools and libraries free °rebore. 

'Ibis program is a joint initiative of Industry Canada and the Telephone Pioneers, a 
volunteer organization or active and retired employ - ces of Canada's telecommunications 
companies. The Telephone Pioneers support the program in a number of ways, the mai n. 
ones being assisting with inspection and repair procedures and delivering and installing 
the equipment in saools, The repair and reftirbishinent of donated computers is carried 
out at over 50 repair centres throughout the country. The supervisors  ut  these centres arc 
drawn mainly from volunteer organizations (particularly the Telephone Pioneers). and the 
majority or the workers are young people employed under the "1 echnical Work 
Experience program (funded as part of th ,  Youth Employtnent Strategy program). .1 his 
program hires young information technology graduates and provides them with 13 weeks 
orlirst job-  practical experience working as repair technicians. 

The program also has a number or private sector supporters (the Computers for Sehools 
website lists about 50 uompanies as supporters), which are involved in donating computer 
equipment and software and other goods and services required by the program, such as 
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transportation. 1 here is earn:nil> a National Ctimpaign underway tu  recruit additional' 
pmate seetor supporters because. as the pmgram grows. L" 

volunteers. and transportation services will be needed. 

the allocation of computers to cadi  province and territory is roughly in proportion to the 
number of students in the  pro % nice:territory, Ad  % isory committees, %%hich operate in 
arms length from the tederal government,  ha % e been set Ull in  cadi provinee and territory 
to o% ersee the allocation proeess. Industry Canada has recently licensed the regional 
delivery ot the prog,ram to these committees, 

D.  Development and Operation of the SchoolNet VVebsite 

ibis category of aetivities in% 'lives the design of web pages and links to other services, 
the operation of the physteal site and %Liners. (Ile pro% ision of applications maintenance. 
and the management of SchoolNet w eh pages. SehoolNet's Fnglish website has a similar 

French, Rescol. All menus are the saine. but the resources  have  been developed in 
response to cultural differenues  the website js  the main %chicle b> %%Well SenoolNet's 
goals are aultie‘cd. It pro%tile ,t access to Me% ant learning, resources and Senieeti. and it 
showeases the best praoices and on-line resourees and WI"\riCCS. The site also provides 
news from across Canada regarding what is going on in education. 'the website provides 
tuxes.,  tu  man% of Il IA pro!uains, some of which are hosted on the SchoolNet server, 
including thosi: shown in I. su îlait I. 

SeboolNet's current availability on the World Wide Web has greatly increased its use. 
program has made a number of changes to the weW-.itt: operation recentl). I  lie  main 

ones involved ehanging the operating  »stem and making the site  casier  to use. 

The .second major change was to improve the ease of use of the SehoolNet website, 
particularly' the  case  of iinding inlbrmation contained in the site.  î  his was  doue b> 
estublishiR7 -meta-data-, which is essentially a sophisticated on-line library index fOr all 
material that can be iteuessed From the SchoolNet site (currently at the alpha testing 
stage). 

For the future, the program wishes to continue the widely-distributed model. Many of 
SehootNet's services do not run on the SchoolNet seners, kw example. the SteinNet 
network in Newfoundland operates the SchoolNet News Network on their own sener, 
but as a national service. (One diffieult> with the %%1dt:1y-distributed model is that it is 
difficult for the program to know who the SchoolNet family is and how the system is 
used.) The program would also like to have school boards take mer the management ot 
SchoolNet pages in order to make the educational community -own" this network and get 
actual practitioners involved. llowever. this will require an extraordinary effort - lor 
example the nteta-data system needs to be very pow erlail. 

tmptiters. space. 
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E. Support for the Development of Educational iVlaterials and 
Resources 

Industr> Canada's main strategy for encouraging ,..chools to become connected has been 
to create and/or make avaihible edueational resources and materials on the Internet. 

hieh educators will want to be able to access. 'the .majority of the educational materials 
and resources have been made available through SchoolNet's Virtual Products  program. 
t p  until Mae, 1997. this program invited SchoolNet users to submit proposals for 
mounting suitable products and services onto the SchoolNet server.  Proposai 

 submissions came from educational associations. school boards, other non-profit 
organirations. and provincial ministries.  the  program assisted approved pmjects either 
to become sites on the SchoolNet server,  or to become sites on other servers but linked to 
SchoolNet.  The  proposals were reviewed b> the SehoolNet National Advisor) Board or 
one of its sub-committees and. if suecesslid, funds were provided to support the 
develorment process. 5  In addition to products developed by SchoolNet users,  a number 
of products have been developed  and or organited by the Virtual Produets Group at 
Industry Canada, generally Ve (Irking in partnership with other sponsors, 

A second source of educational resourees is  the SchoolNet GrassRoots program. this 
program offers funding, to schools to help cover the eosts or creating and implementing 
interactive classroom learning projeets on the Internet. Funding allocations are $300, 
$600. or $900 per project. depending on the type or proieet,  I  here are also GrassRoots 
Block 2 proies  funded  ai  WOO l'or a minimum of eight sub-projeets. GrassRoots 
began as a pilot program in Januar>. 1996. and it has been considerably expanded under 
tipe Connectedness Strategy. It is currently managed by the provinces. GrassRoots 
projects have been highly acclaimed there have been a total of 63 awards for 
GrassRoots sites and projects. 

A number of' educational materials and resources have also been pro‘ided by other 
SehoolNet programs. For example. a complete curriculum for First Nations people was 
put on-line as part of the First Notions SchoolNet program. Similar!). many of the 
%whites created within the Canada's Digital Collections program have educational 
content. 

I/li t 	 rnis 	t h riIUP Pe! ' trp 	/' IIIII  m !IPLiln57 cre able 10 be ,4.1p,z,4-tca 

0 1 	 LPhi 114 	tor Ofriklai prtrrsain 	 twreeett , i't UP 

latald 199 
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F. Building Partnerships 

the wist majority of SchoolNet activities are carried out by rneans or partnerships 
between the federal government and one or more other organitations - provincial 
governments (particularly Ministries of Education). education associations. school 
boards, private sector companies, and other organizations. I here are two main reasons 
tar this: 

• L-Education is a provincial responsibility. and the federal government cannot 
carry out activities in this area without being allowed to do so by the 
provinces. 

• The total scope al' activities carried out within the SchoolNet program 
outweighs program resources, making it necessary tar the program to leverage 
additional resourees (both funding and in-kind resources) from other 
organizations. 

there are many examples of such partnerships: some are 'build in Appendices Ci and 
Most  or the partnerships w Rh private sector and non-profit organizations are designed to 
leverage additional resources for SehoolNet initiatives. SchoolNet's partnerships with 
priwincial education ministries and education associations have most often been related 
to the joint dnelopment or educational materials and services. The program actively 
seeks out •ihese kinds of partnerships and is also receptiw to proposals from these 
organitations. These partnerships generally -  invob;e the provision of additional resources 
by the organitations for the developinent of materials, and SehoolNet also benefits from 
endorsements by the organilations that develop the mate 	Good examples include: 

• Telephone Pioneers, an association of active and retired employees or 
telecommunications companies. The 'telephone Pioneers are co-fbunders of 
the Computers for Sdiaols program, and the organitation has been heavily 
involved in repairing, testing. packaging, and delivering computer equipment 
to schools and libraries. 

• SUM-Net. the New Ioundland gmernment's  K- 12  education network, is 
responsible for the operation of the SchoolNet News Network. I his is done 
under a eontract arrangement w Rh Industry Canada through which funding is 
pnwided to S1EM-Net. but STEM-Net contributes considerable in-kind 
resources, 

• Se11001Net NC1\'S Gr011pti, which  are delivered in partnership with the 
Education Network of Ontario. 	the  Education Network of Ontario is 
providing this service under contract to SchoolNet, but. as in the previous 
example, the organization is çontributing considerable in-kind resources. 
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G. Research and Competency Development 

SchoolNet's research function involves supporting and disseminating research on the 
benefits of inlbrtnation technology in the learning process. The program has 
commissioned two projects on this suWeet by the Telel.earning Network of Centres of 
Excellence, one in 1996 and one in 1998, and the reports are published on the SchoolNet 
site. The program was also a major supporter of the SUES Survey. SchoolNet is 
currently involved in helping to org,anire a Canadian research agenda on the  use  and 
impacts of information technology in K-12 education. 

file program's competency development activities primarily involve two Youth 
Employment Strategy programs the CES Technical Work Experience l'roject, described 
curlier, and the SchoolNet Youth Employment Initiative. GrassRoots is also important in 
this arena. 

Other SchoolNet activities have included the development of a CD-ROM in partnership 
with Microsoft on how to use  the  Internet and the Support Parents Program (SSP). The 
SSP is a program to show parent volunteers basic Internet skills so that they, in turn, can 
assist teachers and students with Internet-based classrootn activities. The SSP is another 
example of a SchoolNet partnership — it was first launched in Manitoba tl,vo years ago as 
a SchoolNet pilot initiative in partnership with the Manitoba Association of Parents 
Councils. It was very successful and it is currently being extended to Prince Edward 
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Issue 

Is this a legitimate activity and necessary role for 
the federal government 

1.1 Conclusions 

Our anal sis shows that the role the federal government played in facilitating 
connectivity prior to SchoolNet (SN)/LibraryNet (LN) introduction was highly necessary. 
SchoolNet is a collaborative initiative between Canadas provincial, territorial and federal 

governments educators, industry, and universities and colleges. The program is designed 

to promote the effective use of' infOrmation technology among Canadians by helping all 

schools and libraries connect to the Internet. SN/LN helped provide the overall vision, 
and was viewed as having encouraged collaboration among schools, libraries, provinces 
and the private sector which ultimately increased the pace of' connectedness. "I his co-
ordination role was especially necessary given that the Internet was very little used in the 

education context at that time. Further, many of the issues being, faced in increasing 
connectedness (e.g., access to the mobile communications spectrum, equity of access, 

professional development for teachers) were pan-Canadian in scope, ra:her than limited 

to regional or provincial concerns. SN was also considered to have played an important 

role in overcoming  ICI  barriers (e.g., access to spectruni, cost of connectivity, lack of' 

appropriate models and training for using information and communication technology. 
etc.). Given the cross-jurisdictional nature of' the program, these findings are viewed as 

being supportive or the legitimate federal involvement in SN. Our analysis suggests, that 
without federal involvement, the pace of connectedness would have been substantially. 

slowed. 

One of the key lessons learnod frotn the SN initiative is that tension between provincial 

and federal parties can be overcome when both are working towards a common goal. and 
when parties are willing Lo offer resources while Ibregoing program control at the 
delivery le‘el. 
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1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Legislative authority 

In Canada, education is the responsibility or provincial govern.ments. The face of 
C.7anadian education, hosvever, is changing: more and more electronic educational 
products are available and the availability-  of such products is changing the way 
students are taught and potentially the way they learn, To deliver these innovative 
products and services nation-wide, Canada lias  already begun to exploit an 
established broadcast network for education. Most provinces have developed an 
infrastructure to support the delivery of education and training to all their citizens. 

Telecommunications, however, is a federal responsibility. Industry Canada is 
responsible for Canada's telecommunications policy and spectrum management, as 
mandated under the Telecommunications Act that carne into force on October 25, 
1993. The Act consolidated and updated laws governing Canadian 
telecommunications, some or which dated from 1908. Key factors underlying the 
need to modernize C'anadian law in this fi eld included: 

• Rapid developments in telecommunications technologies and 
accelerated introduction of new services. 

• A global trend toward greater reliance on market forces and more 
competition in telecommunications services. 

• A 1089 Supreme Court decision that recognize(' federal authority over 
all C'anada's major telephone companies (Stentor). 

l'he Telecommunications Aet established a new legislative framework for all 
federally regulated common carriers, In so doing, it provides for an integrated 
Canadia.n market for telecommunications services. In addition, it allows the federal 
regulator, the CRTC, to put in place a more flexible regulatory framework that will 
'rreilitate innovation and the development or Canada's principle 11U -1-technology 

industry. As a result, there is an intrinsic federal involvement in matters relating to 
communications technology, including access issues such as those that played a key 
role in SN's push for connectivity - . 

1.2.2 Federal Interest in SchoolNet 

In May 1996, the federal government unveiled a plan for building the Information 
Highway. The government outlined a number of initiatives, in partnership with 
other levels of government, private industry, labor and associations, to take full 
advantage of the enabling potential of the Information llighway to lbster Canada's 
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economic, social and cultural development objectives .  The government's strategy 
is made up of four thrusts that involve the .following policies and initiatives: 

• Building  Canadas  Information Highway by creating a competitive, 
consumer-driven policy and regulatory environment that is in accord 
with the Canadian public interest and that is conducive to innovation 
and investment by Canadian industry in new services on the Information 
Highway. 

• Growing Canadian content on the Information Highway. thereby 
strengthening our ongoing, national cultural dialogue and creating 
economic growth and jobs. 

• Realizing the economic and social benefits for all Canadians of the 
Information  Highway and allowing them to participate fully in the 
emerging information society. 

▪ "Gettilg government right" by ensuring better services and a more 
affordable, accessible and responsive government and milking 
government a model user and a catalyst for Information Highway 
development across Canada. 

In essence, the federal government is hoping to make information and knowledge 
infrastructure accessible to all Canadians by the year 2000. The goal, as stated by 
the Prime Minister, is for Canada to become the most connected nation in the world 
by-  the year 2000. This knowledge infrastructure will provide individuals, schools, 
librarie, small and large businesses, rural and Aboriginal communities, public 
institutions, and levels or government opportunities for learning, interacting,. 
business transactions and developing their social and economic potential. 

These activities (and SchoolNet2's goals) are strongly tied to the government% 
Connectedness Agenda, which had a goal to m.ake Canada the most connected 
country in the world by the year 2000. This agenda essentially seeks to foster 
knowledge and information skills for all Canadians. Industry Canada believes that 
continuing federal involvement is generally important for economic development 
and Canadian culture. Issues being addressed are those such as: What are best 
practices? How best to implement technology'? How best to disseminate research 
and ideas? The federal governinent can also bring tools from a policy perspective, 
for example, bringing issues of learning into the government agenda or dealing with 
the need for a knowledge-based population in the education system through 
development of knowledge-based education. 
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1.2 3 The International Dimension 

SchoolNet activities and collaborations have not been solely within Canada—the 
SN model is also being actively marketed internationally through the Office of 
International Partnerships. As of March, 1999, there were nine international 
agreements signed, and as of the same time in 2000 there are l6 agreements in 
which other countries use the SN model. Canadian fi rms (e.g., telecom, wireless, 
cable, software, ICT design consultants) have benefited from these agreements, as 
they frequently participate in the negotiations. Such negotiations and agreements 
are a legitimate aspect or federal involvement. 

1.2.4 Federal and Provincial Input into SchoolNet 

The many types of activities undertaken by SN are described in some detail in the 
previous section describing the program, as well as in Appendices 0, H, and L In 
th.is  section we discuss how these activities relate to the initial need for federal 
involvement. 

When SchoolNet fi rst began in 1993, the Internet was quite new and go one was 
looking for serious uses in education, and certainly not for K-I2 schools. Even in 
universities it svas used for research, not for ',caching. Usage in K- 12  was non-
existent. Thus there was no educational content, and certainly little Canadian 
content on the web. There was some minor work being  donc in Newfoundland and 
BC,  when "Olne individuals were starting to experiment. 

However, information technologies were considered by many government officials 
to be ammg the major drivers for the skills required for the new economy. Trying 
to use information technologies to generate these skills was of great interest across 
the system, including at the school and school board levels. However, provinces 
have the mandated authority for the education system (with the exception of First 
Nations education, which is a Federal responsibility and is dealt with later in this 
report), and thus Industry Canada's involvement was by no means a given. 

Industry Canada saw its main role at this time as establishing the SN Advisor); 
Board (1993). This board provided  support  for the SN vision promoted by the 
Director General of Industry Canada's Information Highway Applications Branch. 
(Many respondents, from many jurisdictions ,  commented about the crucial role 
played by the vision and energy of this individual. It seems clear that ,  without his 
efforts,  SN would not likely exist.) Roughly 80 people were brought together in a 
series of meetings to shape the vision for using the Internet in K-12 schools. This 
led to small pilot projects at a few schools across Canada, which shared experiences 
through advisory boards across the provinces. The board recommended against 
directly connecting the schools, but instead looked at the barriers to connecting: 
e.g., lack of computers, teacher competency. Canadian and francophone content, 
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etc. In these early times, it was an experiment with a high degree of technical 
content. For example, it was not known whether it was physically and technically 
possible to create a network of schools. 

Industry Canada's role then became a catalyst for provincial interest and 
involvetnent, with Federal involvement required because of its formal mandate in 
dealing with the teleco.mmunications infrastructure. Many key infrastructure issues 
are decided at the federal level, and prior to SchoolNet provinces had little input 
into these decisions. Issues such as the following needed resolution: 

Access to mobile communications spectrum, bandwidth, and other 
infrastructure (Industry Canada ensured that bidders provided plans for 
educational access). 

Access to satellite technology, and sharing of satellite channels (Industry 
Canada worked with a national alliance of telecom companies.  Stentor, 
to plan such sharing). 

Pricing 	should schools pay at business or individual rates (schools 
used to pay business rates until the SchoolNet/Stentor Alliance 
partnership provided a substantial discount for schools and library 
Internet users). 

Long-term sustainal -  ity.  (this is being achieved, at least in part, through 
leveraging and partnerships). 

As SchoolNet evolved, the concept or infrastructure broadened. In the early days, 
there were some tensions between federal and provincial/territorial partners, mainly 
related to jurisdictional issues. At one point, after much of the infrastructure was in 
place, some provinces questioned the need for ongoing federal involvement. 
However, as SchoolNet expanded, and especially as more and more content was 
introduced, this concern faded. This trend accelerated over time as more senior 
officials (e.g., directors) became involved, especially during planning for 
SchoolNet2 (for years 1998/99-2000/2001). However, Industry Canada has focused 
on creating collaborations, rather than trying to lead or manage within provincial 
jurisdiction. The result has been the effective removal of jurisdictional boundaries. 

1.3 Findings and Results from Interviews and Surveys 

1.3.1 Provincial and Territorial Officials 

The macro-level questions of program legitimacy and necessity can be answered in 
the affirmative:  the Federal Government's SchoolNet (SN) and LibraryNet (LN) 
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initiatives are viewed by provincial and territorial respondents as being both 
legitimate and necessary programs. This conclusion is supported by the responses 
to questions 1 throutdi 5 in Section A (Survey A). 

There wa ,  general agreement that a high to very high need existed for federal 
government involvement in facilitating connectivity prior to SN/LN introduction in 
1994, although SchoolNet was generally viewed as being more necessary than 
LibraryNet (A: la). In addition, there was nearly unanimous consensus that had 
SchoolNet and LibraryNet never existed, the impact would have been negative or 
very negative (A:2). This was the response even though some friction was apparent 
due to federal involvement in areas usually considered under provincial jurisdiction 
(A:lb). 

1.3.2 School and Library Purchasing Administrators 

At the macro-level, school and library purchasing administrators have affirtned the 
necessity and the legitimacy of the SN program. Overwhelmingly, respondents 
have indicated that CES has had a positive impact on the availability of computers 
in School Districts or provinces. While many of the CES computers are considered 
low-end', with small hard-drives and low CPU speeds, they permit many schools 
to provide constant exposure to the technology for students at all grade levels. The 
older computers are considered useful in setting up word processing labs, or as 
elementary resource stations for running specific educational programs. One 
respondent had noted that " the original allocations of 386 computers were very 
useful in setting up word processing labs, business labs, elementary resource 
stations running programs such as Reader Rabbit, the Magic School Bus series, 
Broderbund Living Books, and the Accelerated Reader Program". 

Mo,.e advanced computers, such as Pentium's and 486's with greater hard drive 
space, are used differently by students in classroom settings. These computers 
enable students to browse the Internet, run more advanced software packages, etc. 
Overall, the majority of respondents (70%) stated that they were happy with the 
computers that they received from the  CES  program. It is apparent from respondent 
comments that schools have found different and effective uses for both refurbished 
and high-end computers. 

Appendix B:9 highlights that the absence of CES would have a negative or very 
negative impact (80% of respondents) on School Districts/provinces. Respondents 
noted that the lack of additional funds will make it difficult to replace those 
computers currently obtained from CFS. As one respondent noted, "Schools would 
have to do without". Most schools would be unable to support new users, new 
initiatives, or replace obsolete computers. 
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A Lessons Learned 

• Federal and provincial/territorial tension can be effectively dealt with when both 
parties are working towards a cotnmon goal. The SN program has succeeded 
despite the friction which was apparent due to federal involvement in areas 
usually considered under provincial jurisdiction. The federal government was 
able to overcome this tension due to the role it played in encouraging 
collaboration among schools, libraries, provinces and the private sector which 
ultimately increased the pace of connectedness. 

e The acceptance of federal involvement can likely be attributed to the willingness 
of Industry Canada to offer valuable resources and engage in vital partnerships, 
without a corresponding need for program control at the delivery level, coupled 
with the willingness of all provincial partners to engage in a national initiative 
with pan-Canadian implications. This allowed progress in several areas that are 
under Provincial/School District jurisdiction, but that benefitted from a national 
perspective (e.g., equity of access for remote/rural schools). 

• The presence of an apparent champion and a well defined vision also elsures that 
the needed synergies are created and maintained. 
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Issue 2 

Is there a continuing need for the federal 
government to invest in SchoolNet? 

2,1 Conclusions 

Our study shows that there is a high to very high continuing need for federal involvement 
to act as a champion in both SchoolNci (SN) and LibraryNet (LN) programs. 

Specifically, there exists a neecl to improve various aspects of the physical ICT 
infrastructure (e.g., reduce the current student-to-multimedia computer ratio of 24:1, 
improve access speed, etc.), deal with national policy issues (e.g., ongoing professional 
development), investigate best practices, and continue to foster partnerships. Our 
analysis shows that there is a continuing need for the federal government to invest in 

SchoolNet and Computers for Schools. The SchoolNet Advisory Board (SNAB) 
recommends that SN  locus on activities that will help keep Canada "competitive" with 

other countries that are also in the process of investing large stuns into school 

connectedness. 

The CPS program should be continued, as it will continue to play an important role, 

especially for remote and rural areas . CFS computers improve the student-to-computer 
ratio, which permits students to improve their computer skills, thus promoting the 

tivelopment or employability skills which are required by Canadians to compete in 
today's knowledge-based economy. 

A key lesson learned is that, while there is a continuing need for federal involvement to 
act as a champion in both SN and LN programs, the provinces must continue to be key 

partners, as they provide crucial funding and infrastructure, plus the private sector and 
not-for-profit organizations provide crucial in-kind support. The long-term sustainability 
and participatory decision-making processes depend on these partnerships. 
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2.2 Background 

2.2.1 Current SchoolNet Activities 

As noted in the section on program profile, the current program—SchoolNet2—is 
an expanded version of the original program. For example,. while essentially all 
schools are now connected, all çlassrootns are not, nor has the education potential 
of the Internet been Cully harnessed. Some specific problems to be addressed 

include
6

: 

Lack or useful computers, as the ratio 7  of Canadian students to multi-
media capable computers is currently 24:1. 

There is unequal access to connected computery--roughly 3 times worse 
in remote and northern areas. 

Insufficient bandwidth—most schools have poor or slow Internet 
connections, especially for multiple computers. 

tligh cost of connectivityannual charges in Newfoundland, for 
instance, run from $25,000 to $55.000 per year , per school, depending 
on type of access. 

Lack of ICT skills—mandator>  ICI' training is only required in :;0% of 
schools. 

Industry Canada continues to rrork with the  provinces and the private sector to 
build collaboration in SchoolNet2. It ts believed that there is still an ongoing and 
growing need for services coast to coast. and SN can play a brokerage role in 
helping to facilitate national development. For instance, the SNAll and sector 
councils, and other associations, have approached SkillNet.ca to develop orbit sites 
and career recruitment systems, and SN has assisted Atlantic  provinces in 
developing a compendium of ways to connect that might not otherwise  have 

 existed. As well, there are continuing physical infrastructure issues including 
developing policies and goals for next generation satellite high-speed access Ibr 
remote communities. Another is working with the CANARIE network to ensure 

6 Source for bullet information S'eciind interiummia/ I&v hi u iIog  in  hlwanan Sunk (SI I t.Sr. Unifier 

12. 1999. 

7 	Rough!) 1 in 5 Canadian computets is a 186 or better. and about 1 in 3 of these is multimedia capable. 

Source. Industry Canada, 
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high-speed access tbr rural and remote schools. Industry Canada recently ensured 
that this network's mandate specifically allows for connections to schools and 
school boards. (Although technically education is in CANARIE's mandate. the 
network is more focused on research centres, rather than education). 

While demand is building, infrastructure is not being built fast enough, especially 
L'or  rural and remote users. The SchoolNet partners are trying to build up this 
infrastructure as fast as possible; this includes attempts to improve various policy 
and content tools. There are many signs of success. For example, Canada is now 
acting as a model for the world, and the model is being sold  (on a consultative 
basis) to other countries by the Office of International Partnerships. Another 
perspective is that when provinces provide education services, they naturally do so 
L'or their own jurisdictions. SchoolNet, on the other hand, is a platform for 
collaboration. Further, Mil provincial programs end at provincial boundaries, 
many necessary services arc naturally pan-Canadian. A good example is the 
Canadian Policy Administration Network (CEPAN). which provides on-line 
resources for school trustees and administrators. 

For now, SchoolNet continues to facilitate national collaboration and 
communication and it has encouraged Ontario to provide newsgroups on a national 

basis. Industry Canada is making a conscious attempt to -decentralize" SN—to put 
the control into the hands of educators, students, and parents ,  and one can easily 
see the impact of this by searching the SchoolNet website for user-created content. 

22.2 Future SchoolNet Programming 

SehoolNet Advisor> Board (SNAB) recommends that future programming lbcus on 
ensuring high-speed access for all Canadian schools and libraries. Program features 
have been negotiated through SNAB, including input  ['rom  senior-level officials, 
and SN is again seen as a joint venture of' federal and provincial entities. 

2.2.3 The International Context 

Future programming should be seen within the international context. it is felt by 
Industry Canada that 1‘ hile previously Canada was a world leader (being the first 
‘ountry to connee n all its schools and libraries). many other nations have caught up 
or even passed Canada in terms of infrastructure. These international initiatives 
have  focused not just on Ponncetivity, but on high-speed access. multimedia 
capability, etc. (I his has partially driven Canada's involvement with the 
('ANARIE network.) For example. see the chart below. 
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Country 

" United States 
 Department of 

t' Education 

Sweden 

1 

Australia 

Budgets 

Total relevent expenditires 

(these programs plus those of 
t the Dept of Education ., will to 

roughly US$17 bilkon through 
year 2000 

Ministry of Education invested 
roughly CDNS342 million  s ine  
1909 

Combined federal initiative 
e.xpenditures roughly CON$347 
miilion 

Activity 	 Budgets 

AU 2 million classrooms mime by the end 1 About US$9 billion over 1098t 
of year 20b0 	 2000 

50 /a of classrooms will uso ICT 

5 1 student multimedia compute -  ratio 

CO of teachers administrators, librarians I 
, trained in ICT 

Country 	 Activity 

Other programs within 	t Other initiatives by Universal Service 
the United States 	; Administrative Company, TechnoIogy 

; Literacy Challenge Fund Next Generation 
t Technology Innovation program Regionai 

Teztlinolcgy in Education Consortia. 
Technology Leadership Activities- etc 

The.Ge support iic:i..ess use of 1 01  in 
t classrooms profess:anal devetopment, 
; etc 

Fiber optics have been put into all riGhot'itti 
in Sweden to altoebroad band access 

Two federal government initiatives 
- Department of Communications. and 

Department of Education. Training. and 
Youth Agate) 

Every Australian to have ICT access 

WorldtclassICT infrastructure, high-speed 
access 

All government servr.es  on lino  by 2001 

Ali business aware of e-cornmerce 

benefits 

Australia 

Global leader in applying ICT to 
vocational educahon and training by 2004 

Decentralized approach through individual t Al  feast $500 million in tolJt 

state and territories aimed at supplying 
t computers connectedness professional 

development etc 
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2.2.4 Concerns 

'there have been some recent sensitivities with respect to federal involvement, lie 
example, from the Council of Ministers of Education  (('MEC'). Ibis  appears to be 
more a question of process than jurieetional difficulty.  I lowever. SchoolNet is 
sometimes perceived as being too hurried in devolving activities to the provinces 
(especially if the provinces didn't ask for the responsibility and don't have the 
resourees). As a result, there may be room for more consideration of transition 
plans. bridge financing, etc. 

2.3 Findings and Results from Interviews and Surveys 

2.3.1 Provincial and Territorial Officials 

Mere is general consensus that a high to % , ery high need exists tbr continuing 
federal involvement in both the SchoolNet and Library Net programs (A:6a), fhis is 
also evidenced by respondents' understanding of the negatiw to very negative 
impact that would result if funding was terminated (A:7). e‘ en given acknow ledge(' 
jurisdictional tensions (A:7). 

«there is a consistent sense of the important to very ,  important n le that both SN and 
N will play in helping  tu  foster connectedness among, schools and libraries in the 

future. In fac.t. all SN,I,N chant eristics were rated highly (A:8). I be same 
conclusion can be drawn with regards to the future role in helping to delrelop  on 
line eduational and library resources (A:9). 

For both SN and UN, technical or infrastructure concerns were seen as the main 
current barriers to IC I' development, including issues such as computers being too 
old and slow. Internet connections being too slow; a lack of high-speed. high data 
rate communications and not enough access to technical ICT support (A:I 0). In 
general, SNit,N was seen to  have  had an important role to play in overcoming all 
harriers (A;10). In terrils of ftatire funding priorities, both SN and EN respondents 
identified  Le>  areas as being those related to consultation and strategic planning 
with stakeholders, tbstering innovation and skills, tnaluation and measurement of 
impact and performance, and helping to deNrelop education and library content 
partneiships (A:  II). 

2.3.2 School and Library Purchasing Administrators 

A current need exists for additional computers to be supplied h> US. AnnendiN 
13:10a re‘cals that, regardless of area, the majority of School Districts require 
additional computers. Specifically. all r-spondents belioied that Schools Districts 
in remote areas  have a high need (a rating 01'4 or 5. on a needs-hased rating scale) 
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for additional computers, followed by School Districts in rural areas (86% of 
respondents). and urban areas (60%). 

Respondents indicated that CIS  lias  had a high impact (a rating of 4 or 5. on a 5- 
point impact scale) on two-thirds (66.6%) of School Districts in remote areas (13:3). 
School and l,ibrary Purchasing Administrators noted a lesser impact on urban 
(16.7%) and rural (22.2°0 School Districts, 

The  majority or respondents (80%) did indicate that discontinued funding to  ('FS 
 would  have a negative impact on the availability or computers for schools and 

libraries. 'the majority of School Districts lack the budget to supplement the 
computers received from this program. As one respondent noted " it would have a 
negative impact because we are now reeeK ing very little l'unding t'or computer 
technology, except for special projects. We would not be able to support new users, 
new initiatives, or replace obsolete computers." 

'Hie number of upgraded computers. reported by School and I,ibrary Purchasing 
Administrators, that an individual School District would require over the next 3 
years ranged from 0 computers to 1000 computers (13:10b). The total number of 
Internet-capable computers that individual School Districts require ranged from 0 to 
over 600 computers. The demand  l'or  computers varies significantly by School 
District. It is apparent from the eomments that the need is greater than current 
allocations for some schools, vi hile For others,  they  are able to be more selective 
and w ill no longer accept computers that do not meet the needs of the curriculum. 

In general ,  an increased number of computers within each School District will help 
to decrease eurrent student-to-computer ratios.  lue ob‘ious bene fit to a decrease in 
this ratio is that students would be able to increase their exposure to computers. 
CIS supplies both reffirbished and high-end computers which satis fi es the specific 
needs (e.g., word processing. Internet research, etc.) or School Districts. 

2.4 Sustainable Development 

'the long-term success of SN is clearly tied to the joint efforts or Federal, provincial, and 
private sector and not-l'or-prolit organizations. Without all parties being involved. SN 
could n.ot survive. Further. SN is run with respect for participatory decision-making 
processes through very broad representation  of'  interests right down to the classroom 
level. 
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2,5 Lessons Learned 

Titer is a perceived need for continued federal involvement, which is viewed as 
providing needed stability. The success «this program is also indicative of 

improved federal/provincial relations. 

While there is a continuing need for federal involvement to act as a champion in 

both SN and LN programs, one can not ignore that it is the province who is 
providing the needed funding and infrastructure  for the program. 
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Issue 3 

VVhat has been the impact of SchoolNet under the 
Computers for Schools program on increasing the 
availability of computers for use in schools and 
libraries? 

3.1 Conclusions 

The analysis demonstrates that Computers for Schools (CI'S) has had a high impact on 
the number of' computers available at schools. To date, the program has delivered 
approximately 200,000 computers. Provincial technology purchasers thought about half 
the schools and libraries would have obtained no additional computers in the absence of 
CPS. For the other half, these respondents believed the number of computers obtained 
(mainly through donations) would have been roughly halfas many as CI'S supplied. The 
CPS computers have also generally had high usage: e.g., fôr developing familiarity with 
.software, as a curriculum resource. etc. Many were also used as a source of "spare 
parts-, or to "tear down" for students learning about computers.  ('FS  has helped narrow 
the gap between the number of computers available in urban areas, and those in rural and 
remote areas. Overall ,  our analysis shows that CPS machines met the schools' needs 
moderateiy well, although many of the machines were dated and unable to run current 
software  or 1 e  easily connected to the Internet or with existing systems. 

School and library purchasing administrators indicated that there continues to exist a need 
l'or CPS computers. However ,  many respondents noted that future CPS computers should 
meet minimum configuration standards (e.g., Pentium processor, Windows 95 or newer, 
32 MB RAM, 1 GB hard drive, CD-ROM, etc.), so that the increasingly advanced 
technological needs of School Districts are met. (Note that such capabilities were tilt 
part of the original  CES mandate.) 

Another issue is that many librarians believe that SN has focused heavily on school and 
School Board/District issues. with relatively little thought and effort being put into 
LibraryNet issues and concerns: this should be addressed for the future. 
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3.2 Background 

3.2.1 Program History 

Established in 1993 .  CES complements the SchoolNet program and contributes to 
the federal Connecting Canadians initiative by providing schools and Iii . -aries with 
used computers donated by government and private sector sources. This has been 
donc  in partnership with dozens of organizations and hundreds of volunteers. 
Industry Canada's direct contribution to CPS over 1995/1996 through 1999/2000 
was approximately $18  million 

The (TS goal is to deliver 250,000 computers to Canadian schools and libraries by 
March 31, 2001 8 . As of the end of March, 2000, over 200.000 computers have 
been supplied, roughly 6,000 computers are being delivered per month, and the 
program is ahead of its milestone targets. Technical support has also been provided 
at 52 sites across Canada to assist users to set up and use the technology. Provincial 
governinents also contribute, by donating surplus computers and/or providing 
financial resources l'or the operation of CES within their provinces. Allocations 
within each province are made through the CES Provincial Advisory C'ommittee 
(PAC), although the exact mechanism varies by jurisdiction. However, program 
policies included criteria to ensure that the allocation was equitable -Ind according 
to need.  Sec the program profile section, or Appendices G. H, and I for more 
details on some of the partnerships and programs through which CES operates, and 
the discussion of Issue 8 has details on financial leveraging. 

3.2.2 Future Directions 

A variety of options are being considered as the SchoolNet Advisory Board 
(SNAB) has identified a gap or weakness to the degree of available/appropriate 
computers. Due to the rapid expansion of material available on the Internet, and the 
increasingly complex nature of this material (thus requiring high speed tile 
transfers), the computers required in classrooms will need to be correspondingly 
more sophisticated. In particular, they will need to support high-speed Internet 
access, and multimedia presentation. Some SNAB recominendations included 9  that 
CES be continued, but that computers be first upgraded to help meet current 
requirements (including multimedia capability. Internet capability, and upgraded 
hardware and software), with provincial and School Boards assistance; that 

8 C'anada's Computers for Schools National Program Policies, Regional Operations industry rangda. 
' 'Lys ion 2 11 

9 Final Report and Recommendations to the SchoolNet Ad‘ ism) Board 	Compuhys for Schools 
Workimr Group. O.. ober 14. /999 
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computer use and technical needs be documented and reported: and that increased 
technical support be made available. 

3.3 Findings and Results from Surveys 

3.3.1 Provincial and Territorial Officials 

With regards to the Computers for Schools (('PS) program, LibraryNet (LN) 
respondehts provided a higher rating of both the success that had been met to date, 
and of the future importance of the program, than did SN respondents (A:3; A:8), 
although both were generally happy with CPS. A similar finding for the importance 
of future funding of CPS was also noted, with LN respondents being more 
favourable than SN respondents (A:11). Respondents indicated that the provision 
of computers also helped considerably in the connectedness agenda (particularly for 
rural and remote schools and libraries) (A:3, A:5). and that this help is considered to 
be necessary and desired in the future, especially  as it relates to accelerating the 
pace of connectedness (A:8). 

3.3.2 School and Library Purchasing Administrators 

A.ppendix 13:1 provides a breakdown of the number of computers that were present 
in schools and libraries prior to the US program versus the current total. It is 
apparent from this table that schools have been able to increase the number of 
computers as a result of the (TS program. The number of computers provided to 
each School District ranged from 77 to 1121, with the average number supplied at 
approximately 361 computers. 

Only about one-half (54.5%) of school and library purchasing administrators 
mentioned that the school district would have been able to obtain some computers 
from other sources if CI'S had never existed (13:2a). Respondents estimated that 
these would have been roughly half the number supplied by Cf:S. The most 
common source for these replacement computers (I3:2b) would have been from 
donations— with one-third (36.4%) of respondents stating that the donations would 
likely come from private individuals or not-for-profit organizations, and another 
one-third (36.4%) of respondents stating that the donations would come from the 
private sector. While some schools might have been able to obtain computers from 
other sources, many would have had difficulty locating the needed funding, and 
School Districts would have struggled to provide the needed technological 
infrastructure lo its students. 

Respondents have noted that the computers supplied by ('FS are needed. 
Regardless .1f whether the school was urban,  rural, or remote, the majority or 
respondents gave a rating of moderate to high w lien  noting the degree of usage for 
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the computers provided by CFS. (See Appendix B:5) Only a small percentage 
(12.5%) of respondents noted a low usage of US computers in rural areas. 

While CPS computers were well-used, and a tnajority of respon:..ents were happy 
(or very happy) to get them, these computers did not meet all of the needs of the 
School Districts, and roughly a third of these respondents were not especially taken 
with the (TS machines (B:7). Appendix B:6 reveals that school and library 
purchasing administrators noted that the needs of urban areas in particular are 
poorly met (a rating of 1 or 2, on a 5-point rating scale). Some of the computers 
supplied by CFS are old and requ:re significant maintenance and numerous service 
calls. Many of the upgrades are costly and strain School Board budgets. One 
respondent noted that some schools are no longer accepting CFS computers as 
-they are not satisfactory to the needs of the curriculum". Many respondents 
believed the minimum CFS standard should be raised. Respondents suggested that 
the minimum useful configuration for CFS computers be a Pentium processor with 
Vv'inclows 95 or 98, 32 MB of' RAM, 1 GB Hard-drive, and include a CD-ROM and 
Sound card. 

3.3.3 Teachers, Principals, and Library Administrators 

The SchoolNet program is designed to promote the effective use of information 
technology amon.gst Canadians by helping all schools and libraries connect to the 
Internet. One-half (51.8%) of respondents regarded SchoolNet's role in Fostering 
connectedness through the delivery of computers via Computers For Schools (CFS) 
as being important (receiving a rating of either a 4 or 5 on a 5-point importance 
scale). A slightly smaller percentage (36..c.'0) agreed that LibraryNet played an 
important role in increasing connectedne— through the delivery of computers via 
UFS.  

Appendix C:5 provides a oreakdown of the number of respondents that have 
received CFS computers and their ability to identify which ones they received 

through this program. 10  Only about one-half (51.8%) of respondents were aware if 
their school had received computers  from  ( FS. This may indicate some potential 
for increased marketing of the CFS program. Of the respondents that were aware, 
approximately 91% knew which computers came from the US program. 

Those respondents who could identify the number of computers in their school prior 
to, and after CFS, revealed that their school had received an average of 12.4 CFS 
computers. Further analysis reveals that schools in remote areas received on 

14)  this question  14 O5 	.> Order to deter/nine the Speedie usefithiess  Of  CES computers, as opposed to 

the schools' computers o genera i 
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average fewer computers — only 6.5 CFS computers. Schools in rural and urban 
areas received on average the same number of computers from CFS — 
approximately 14 computers. Appendix C:6 also reveals that most respondents had 
an average of 44.3 computers at their school prior to CFS. 

CFS provides schools with greater access to computer technology. However, only a 
small percentage of teacher/principal/library respondents (10.9%) stated that they 
would not have been able to obtain any additional computers had CFS never 
existed. Appendix C:7a reveals that a larger percentage of respondents (45.5%) 
believe that their school could in fact have obtained computers from other sources. 
The most common source cited was from the re-allocation of normal School Board 
budgets (C:7b-57.4% of respondents). Note that the provincial technology 
purchasers (cited earlier) thought about half the schools and libraries would have 
obtained no additional computers in the absence of CFS. For the other half, these 
respondents typically believed that additional computers would be obtained mainly 
through donations, not through School Board budgets. Given that the technology 
purchasers are probably in a better position to know the pressures on the School 
Board budgets, we beLve that the teachers were probably mistaken in their 
optimism. 

Although few respondents mentioned that their school would have been unable to 
obtain additional computers from sources other than CFS, close to three-quarters 
(72%) stated that the impact of CFS has been high or very high on the availability 
of computers in their school (C:8). Open-ended comments reveal that many 
respondents relied on CFS computers for parts that permitted the repair/upgrade of 
aging equipment. These computer parts enabled schools to direct financial 
resources towards other areas. CFS computers that were operational permitted 
schools to offer students public Internet access and other capabilities (CD-ROM, 
word processing) on a greater number of workstations. 

Appendix C:10 provides a breakdown of how CFS computers have been used for 
teaching and or/administrative purposes. Computers supplied by CFS are most 
often used (at least several days a week) as a curriculum resource for students 
(65.7% of respondents), to permit teachers/principals/librarians and students to 
develop a greater familiarity with software programs (63.4%), and to help develop 
keyboard skills (53.7%), but also for other reasons such as a resource for preparing 
lessons, for students' non-curriculum purposes, and (Intich more rarely) as a 
resource for administrative staff. On the other hand, over one-half (5 .9%) of 
respondents stated that  CES  computers were seldom or never used as a resource for 
administrative staff. However, respondents did note that the main reason that CES 
computers did not ineet administrative needs was the result of where the computers 
were placed in the school. Computers located in libraries are not easily accessible 
for administrative purposes. So nie typical comments included: 
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"The 286 computers . . from CFS were used to develop web pages for 
about half the schools in the board. This would have been impossible 
without them. These computers are now being used by the new Computer 
Engineering Technology classes so that students can disassemble, learn 
about, and reassemble computers and learn how to troubleshoot them." 

"Computem for Schools is a great program that has had a tremendous 
impact here. Students use the computers  ail the time and now can 
participate in a variety of other things such as tele-collaborative projects 
and other curricular needs. Here . . it is great to get donated computers 
that work so well. Of all SchoolNet related things, CFS  lias  been the most 
usefid. Grassroots funding is a close second." 

"Each student in my Grade Two class has truly benefited from the 
enhancement of computer literacy gained through the availability of 
computers in the classroom. Oh, for a laptop on each student's desk! My 
class would have viewed paper and pencil as relics of the past." 

In a library setting (C: II), computers supplied by CFS were most often used for 
access by library patrons (34.4% of respondents), and by library staff (30.9%). Less 
common uses for computers located in the library included training member 
librarians and for Internet courses. 

"Without this program, our library would have not been cible to offer the 
public Internet access and other (CD-ROM, word processing) capabilities 
as early or in as great a number of workstations." 

Overall, respondents noted (C:12) that the computers supplied by CFS met the 
needs of their school as a student resource well or very well (60.6% of 
respondents), followed at a distant second as a teaching resource (49.2%). The 
comptWp-s were least likely to be viewed as a good administrative resource (15.2%) 
or library resource (40.7%). 

Overall, however, there were negative comments about the dated nature of the 
machines supplied, making them difficult or impossible to connect to the Internet or 
existing systems. Typical comments included: 

"None of the six [Computers] that this school 17 ,7s received have been used 
- to this  day, none work. They do not have the hardware required to be 
usefitl, the))  have broken, and so on. Overall, a waste of time, and they 
have resulted in a loss  of access to usable technology. Throw-away 
machines do not help students." 
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e.Y;epgi' 	" 

"Sonie of these computow  (11°C stripped or have dif yew configurations 
and software than we need. With minimal technical support we are left to 
"fool around" with these in the evenings in our spare time . .  in  addition 
10  all the otherjobs ive have 10 do." 

"Needed upgrading as soon as we  go!  them. Time and efforts and Ands 
-43eleg 	 into second-hand computers." 

3.4 Sustainable Development 

The CPS program has contributed to social equity, in that it has helped narrow the gap 
between the numbers of computers available in urban areas, and those in rural and remote 

areas. 

3.5 Lessons Leamed 
te' 

• Respondents of' the various surveys have commented on the 'difficulty with 
logging on to the Internet' or to the slowness of the connection. These problems 
are related to the configuration standards of the computers, as %yell as other factors 
such as the speed of DirecPC connection and the bandwidth available. This is due 
to the rapid expansion of material available on the Internet, and the increasingly 
complex nature of this material (requiring high speed file transfers), the 
computers required will need to be correspondingly more sophisticated. CFS 
should consider monitoring its environment in ternis or setting configuration 
goals. (Note that Internet connectivity was not a goal of CPS during SN I.) 

e I f CES  is to have a goal  related to Internet connectedness in the future then 
computers with minimum configuration standards need to be distributed. 

• Perceived limited resources invested in LibraryNet — less erro r '. has been put into 
determining the programmatic and resource needs of librarief, librarians, and 
library users. 
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Issue 4 

What role has SchoolNet played in increasing 
connectedness among Canada's schools and 
libraries? 

4.1 Ccnclusions 

Our analysis shows that SchoolNet has been successful in numerous areas with respect to 
increasing connectedness, including helping. craft a national vision, building awareness of 
inlbrmation and communication technologies ( K'T) In learning; helping rind ‘% ZI» to use 
the Internet effectively in the classroom and library; encouraging collaboration atnong 
stakeholders; and generally ensuring connectedness (br sehools and libraries. In fact ,  all 
aspects reviewed n 5 ere rated relatiwly highly, with the single exception of helping solve 
technical 1C'T infrastructure problems. which was rated lower in importance. 
Respondents from First Nations (FN) schools revealed that SchoolNet has substantially 
augmented the total number of computers connected to the Internet. Without ISSN ,  
most respondents noted that the total number of computers connected to the Inturnet 
would have halved — from an ave-age of 12.8 computers to onl> 6.1 computers per 
school. Overall, our anal>sis suggests that the program has provided the impetus for 
schools to become connected. and to ensure that students are pro‘ Wed w ith the means to 
become more technically adept with computers. It has also helped improve equity 01 
access to the Internet, regardless of geographic location. 

4.2 Background 

For SchoolNet  I.  Industry Canada's goals were to  (I)  support connectivity and provide 
technical and policy support; (2) share best practices through partnerships; and (3) 
investig,ate barriers to KT connectivity" l. (Note that SN did ,lot attempt to pay Re 
connectivity, but instead to address barriers to achieving it.) Ihe lirst goal has been 

11 In lormv 1)1 investigating ICI harrier!, this can be thought of 01 terms of buluvr% C'intada ilrovidati! 

"supph push" tit removing unpeduneous and unp.oving tt% . hirical tallosettatire 
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Partnerships have been crucial to SN's success. Examples or partnerships that supported 
connectivity include creating pilot projects with private sector companies at the 
beginning or SN (e.g... working with Rogers on  hi-directional cables), and the very 
successiid partnetships with about 60 companies (Or provision or technology, service or 
software. including working with the telecom companies to abolish long-distance Internet 
rates fie schools and obtaining toll-free access from Bell Canada in Ontario. SchoolNet 
also actively looked at new technologies to obtain more bandwidth  ut  lower cost, worked 
with the  francophone  communities to get French characters into the Internet, and, 
provided CFS computers. The SchoolNet partners worked with educational groups to 
build Canadian content  kir  the Internet and built the SN website. Further work linked 
educators to each other, built new projects, showcased ICT technology, and monitored 
the stutus  of connectivity across the country and abroad. Originally. SchoolNet hosted 
the majority or SN websites centrnlly however, it has devolved as groups are building 
their own resources and hosting them on their own websites (although content is 
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reviewed to ensure qu(Ility control and support is received from SNI 2 ). Further details 
on financial implications of partnering are discussed relative to Issues 8. 

A significant barrier addressed was that of professional development. Initially, some 
teachers saw the Internet as a threat, rather than an opportunity, in that some parties 
believed teaching could be done  usina  fewer staff and more technology. Considerable 
effort was made both to educate teachers on the use or in' (e.g„ the professional 
development mentioned earlier. SchoolNet sponsored a literature review regarding best 
practices in the use of ICI' technology for pedagogical purposes, a C'D was ob(ained from 
tvlierosoll on using the Internet, etc.), and to allay these. concerns (e.g., emphasizing that 
resources were teacher-mediated, such as the teacher-lead. GrassRoots projects). Many 
other barriers to ICT use were addressed by SchoolNet, and thesi! are discussed in more 
detail in the following sections discussing survey results. 

4.3 Findings and Results of Surveys 

4.3.1 	Provincial and Territorial Officials 

There  vas an overall sense or SN having an important role in helping to foster 
connectedness among schools and libraries (A:3). This w as  particularly truc  in 
helping to accelerate the pace of connectedness and in crafting a vision, and to a 
lesser degree in encouraging collaboration among schools, libraries, provinces and 
the private sector; and in helping to prmote and support professional development 
fbr teachers and administrators for using the Internet. There w as  less importance 
placed on SN helping to support the developtnent of on-line learnware and the 
growth of learnware suppliers, in helping to solve technical hardware, software, and 
IT infrastructure problems, and in helping to obtain access to low-cost, high-speed 
telecommunications, software and hardware. Overall, provincial and territorial 
officials viewed SN's role, as a leader in creating and maintaining cross-
jurisdictional dialogue, as being very important. 

4.3.2 Teachers, Principals, and Library Administrators 

Responses from teacher/principal and librarian users regarding the importance of 
SchoolNet's and LibraryNet's role in helping to foster connectedness among 
schools and libraries are presented in Appendix C:1. The table presents a high-level 

12 For some parties, the interne, is not perreived as a saf. place io be. Certainly there is considerable 
niaterial ihat is inaccurate. porniemphic, eic. • N provides a guaranteed sale site, and discussion 
groups are monitored There are sui//  issues 10 he addressed UN il is difficult to restrict general hammy, 
access without losing Ilk. hiternet's usefithiess as a research tool. 
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breakdown or user responses. At lirst glance, it is apparent that respondents viewed 
the role of SchoolNet as being more important overall when compared to the role of 
LibraryNet in tbstering connectedness. 

Specifically, SchoolNet was viewed as having played an important role (receiving a 
rating «either a 4 or  $ on a 5-point importance scale) in: 

• building awareness of information and communication (ICI) 
technologies in learning (67.6% of respondents): 

helping find ways to use the Internet effectively in the classroom and 
library (65.4%); 

and in encouraging collaboration among schools ,  libraries, provinces 
and the private sector (65.2%). 

LibraryNet was viewed as having played an important role in: 

• helping to ensure connectedness for rural and remote schools and 
libraries (58.8%); 

• building awareness of ICI' technologies in learning (51.2%); 

• and in helping to accelerate the pace of connectedness (50.6%). 

Both SchoolNet and LibraryNet were considered to have played a lesser role in 
helping to solve technical, software, and l'1' infrastructure problems, and in helping 
to support the development of on-line learnware and the growth of learnware 
suppliers. 1 lowever, it should be noted that learnware is a SN2 goal and was not a 
SNI  goal. 

Teachers and principals arc more likely to view the role of SchoolNet in lbstering 
connectedness favourably than were librarians. Conversely, librarians were 
consistently more likely to rate the importance of LibraryNet's role favourably than 
were teachers/principals. Respondents' familiarit y  with either LibraryNet or 
SchoolNet is likely to account for the difference in ratings. 

There are differences in responses according to the location of the respondent. 
Only one-third (33.3%) of respondents in remote areas viewed the overall role of 
SchoolNet as being important in fostering connectedness among schools and 
libraries, while respondents in urban (56.7%) and rural (61.5%) schools gave a 
more lbvourable assessment. In general, urban and rural respondents assessed the 
role of SN favourably and rated it well in the following areas: building awareness of 
ICI technologies in learning (68.7%): helping to find ways to use the Internet 
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effectively in the classroom and library (66.7%), and in encouraging collaboration 
among schools, 1.ibraries, etc. (66.7%). Respondents in remote areas viewed SN as 
playing an important role in: helping to accelerate the pace of connectedness (60%); 
building awareness of  ICI technologies in leaming (42.9%), and in craning a vision 
which will help promote and support federal and provincial interests (40%). 
Overall, responses from respondents in remote Preas are signi ficantly lower than 

those in urban/rural areas with regards to their assessment on SchoolNet. 

On the other hand, respondents in retnote areas were more likely to view the overall 
role of LN as having played an important role (80%) in increasing connectedness. 
Specifically, it  vas  noted that LN played an important role in: helping to ensure 
connectedness for rural and remote schools and libraries (83.3%); accelerating the 
pace of connectedness (80%); providing computers through CFS (80%); and 
supporting the development of  on-Une  leamware and the growth of learnwarc 
suppliers (80%). 

4.3.3 Survey of First Nations Schools 

First Nations SchoolNet has helped to connect First Nations schools, tinder federal 
jurisdiction, to the Internet through DirecPC satellite technology. On average, 
respondents mentioned that their schools had 1.9 computers connected to the 
Internet prior to ISSN and the DireePC connection. Today, the number of FN 
Schools with computers connected to the Internet ranges from 0 te 60 computers, 
with the average number or computers connected to the Inte rnet at 12.8. Rural 
schools, on average, had fewer computers (average of 12.4 computers) connected to 
the Internet than remote schools .verage of 14 computers). 

The average number of computers connected to the Internet has increased 
significantly with the involvement of the ISSN program. Respondents assessment 
of the total number of computers that tvould be connected had FNSN never existed 
reveals that the level of connection would have decreased (likely halved). Most 
schools would estimate that an average of 6.1 co: iputers would be conneeced to the 
Intemet, which is a significant decline to the average 12.8 that  are  currently 
connected. 

Appendix. D:7 reveals that one-half (53%) of respondents stated that their 
school/library would be connected to the Internet even if ISSN had not existed. 
(Given the financial and technical problems found in D:6, these respondents may 
have been overly optimistic.) Approximately 18.1% of respondents were definitive 
in their belief that their school/library would not be connected, and the remaining 
28.9% did not know. Although many respondents are confident that their 
school/library would be connected to the Internet, many acknowledged that ISSN 
enabled the Internet connection to occur at an earlier date (D:8-72.9%). Two-
thirds (64.6%) or respondents stated that a delay or at least 6 months would have 
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resulted had FNSN not spearheaded connection or schools via the Internet. The 
funding provided by FNSN created an incentive that kick-started this initiative. 
Typical comments included: 

"FIVSN created the incentives and support to increase the capacity of Our 
educationahystent to advance our technology opportunities." 

"tire would  no!  have Internet access available ,for student/community without 
the SI'! pro grain."  

The main reasons that schools/libraries were not connected to the Internet prior to 
FNSN was due to the lack of computers and the lack of funds to enable connection. 
Respondents acknowledged that lack of financial funding and technical know-how 
prevented the installation or computers, and the connection of these computers to 
the Internet .  The location or tnany schools also inhibited the degree of connection, 
as  some  lines were still being laid in some communities. Some respondents also 
noted their lack or fi..miliarity with the Internet and its many uses. Lack of 
community awareness contributed to the slow response, on the part Gr many 
schools, of Internet connection. 

Prior to FNSN the most common Internet connection that schools/libraries 
possessed was achieved via land line connection (27%). Appendix D:4 highlights 
the current most common Internet connections — with two-thirds (68.5%) citing 
DirecPC connections, followed closely by land line connections (42.7%). While 
the majority of respondents are currently connected with DirecPC, respondents 
acknowledged that if FNSN had never existed that few .  (3.4%) schools/libraries 
would be connected via this type or Internet connection. 

4.5 Sustainable Development 

SN has helped contribute to equity in terms of the connectedness of all schools to the 
Internet, regardless of geographic location. 

4.4 Lessons Learned 

• A clear and specific educational campaign is needed for stakeholders (e.g. 
teachers) conveying the benefits of connecting all classrooms. Considerable 
effort was needed to allay teachers concerns of having the Internet result in fewer 
staff teaching as a direct result or an increase in technology. Effective educational 
efforts that were used to educate teachers included distribution of CD's on the use 
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or the Internet, literature review on the best practices in the use of ICT technology 
fbr pedagogical purposes, etc. 
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issue 5 

What has been the role of the program in 
providing educational resources? 

5.1 Conclusions 

In general, our study shows that SchoolNet was viewed as having played an important 
role in developing on-line educational and library resources. Its ability to develop 
resources of interest to users on a national scale, and to identify resources usefill for many 
different types of users (teachers, students, administrators, parents, etc.) has been 
signi ficant. 

There is a very  vide  variety of resources available thrcugh SehoolNet. Virtually all have 
been developed through partnerships, and contrul over these resources is deliberately 
decentralized, with broad participation consistent with sustainable development. It has 
been a learning process to develop content that is actually used and useful. A key lesson 
is that the resource must be designed with knowledge of how it will actually be used in 
the field; this is especially true for resources designed to be used in classroom settings. 
For instance, a classroom resource that loads quickly is probably more useful than one 
that is "glitzy". The GrassRoots program stood out as being both useful and most often 
used by respondents. Thi3 program, which .showcases and sponsors teacher-designed 
Internet-based classroom projects, was considered the most useful and most often used 
on-line educational resource. The other programs were less Frequently used as resources 
by students and teachers, and were rated as lower in usefulness, an average, than 
GrassRoots. In our opinion, this is not necessarily a negative result—a resource which is 
highly useful, but for a relatively small sub-set of users, will have a modest average 
rating of usefulness. It does mean, however, that careful attention should be paid to 
ensure that products/activities meet the needs of current classroom curricula and settings, 
and that they are highly useful for at least some parties. 
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5.2 Background 

5.2.1 Development process and products 

When SchoolNet first started, there was close to no Canadian content on the 
Internet. Furthermore, French language characters were considered "illegal" and 
Internet gopher-based tools could not interpret these characters. Through the advice 
of the SchoolNet Advisory Board, SchoolNet decided to run a Virtual Products 
program to support the development of educational resources. This was part of 
SchoolNet's strategy of "content pull -  rather than 'technology push' to faciiitate the 
connectivity of schools and libraries. 

SchoolNet ha5 since been heavily involved in supporting the development of 
educational resources available on-line. These resources include material of use to 
teachers in creating curricula content; material of use for students both for 
curriculum purposes and for personal interest (such as finding post-secondary 
einployinent using SkillNet.ca ); material useftil for parents: and material of use to 
school and library staff for administrative purposes. Specific examples of 
educational resources available on-line are described in more detail in Appendix G. 
As individual schools and associations set up their own pages on the SN website, 
the number of resources has grown irnmensely 13 . 

Development of formal material is done by provincial educational networks, using 
input down to the classroom level. The content usually reflects information that 
School Boards/Districts or schools want developed, as determined by provincial or 
district user surveys (e.g., through the Canadian Teachers Federation for content 
relevant to teachers, or through provincial Principals' and Vice-Principals' 
associations for these individuals). Control of resources is often being 
decentralized. For example, SN has transferred GrassRoots back to the provinces 
and schools. The federal involvement is focused more on global infrastructure 
resources (e.g., development of inetadata), rather than the educational material 
itself. 

5.2.2 Lessons learned 

The resources themselves have evolved over time. Some have had good reviews 
and have expanded (e.g., the First Nations website was selected as the best 

13 Inflect, SN is quite unlike the typical program. in that the sheer number of sub-programs and resources 
ts so large. This results fi.otti  11w decentralized nature of the progiyan—all partners, including 
individual provinces, education and library assochnions, schools. and even classrooms.  have input into 
content. lire tesull is be,yond du.> ccipabilitv ol the printed page to easily display. and we suggest the 
reader visit the website (hap .  Innrschoohlet.cat to see the range olproducts and services available. 
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aboriginal site by Yahoo); others have been less successful and have disappeared. 
This is a normal feature of Internet-based content. Some of the lessons learned 
about content have included: 

• It is difficult to predict what will be successful and what won't. On the 
successful side, for example, Canada's Digital Collections (digitized 
text, images, and audio/video for heritage museuins and libraries) was 
originally considered to be of limited interest, but traffic on the site 
"exploded". The enormous appetite for seeing Canadian heritage on a 
screen was unanticipated, probably because it was much easier to use 
than the typical heritage "paper products" that were under severely 
restricted access for typical users. 

• "Treevia", on the other hand, didn't work. This was a joint project with 
Forestry that tested the users' knowledge of forestry. It enjoyed very 
little traffic, as it did not .fit well into the classroom situation. 

• Sites do not have to be "glitzy". (In fact, products must download 
quickly to avoid pupil unrest. This implies that sites with lots of images 
and motion are to be avoided.) The Learning for Sustainable Future site 
is not very interactive, but the substance is good, and has proven to be a 
good research resource, WetNet (about sustainable wetlands), on the 
other hand, had lots of "glitz" to it, but did not properly address how it 
would be used in the classroom. 

It is necessary to understand how a product will be used in the school 
system and by individual teachers in a teaching setting. This may vary 
depending on how the school was connected. For example, if there is 
only one computer in the library, a product that required full class 
participation will not work well. It is important to note, however, that 
the nature or use is a "moving target" as educators become more 
familiar with web-based learning and as the infrastructure improves. 

5.3 Findings and Results of Surveys 

5.3.1 	Provincial and Territorial Officials 

There was general agreement that SN had had a moderately high to high role in 
various aspects of on-line education and library resource development (A:4). There 
was some difference in the understanding of the overall importance among SN and 
LN, with LibraryNet's role being regarded more highly than SchoolNees. Still, 
there was general  agreement about the importance of many pan-Canadian SN 
services, including developing Internet content, content relevant to teachers and 
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librarians, helping with student career placement, and in acting as a central node for 
new ideas, communications, and collaboration. Other aspects were rated slightly 
lower; e.g., the importance of einpowering teachers to help develop educational 
content, in helping to identify and address the needs of teachers, librarians, and 
administrators, in helping bring suppliers and developers together with individuals 
and organizations that use and purchase learnware, and in helping to develop 
Francophone Internet content. However, it is useful to note that most or the items 
listed in A:4 were rated as moderate in importance or higher. 

5.3.2 Teachers, Principals, and Library Administrators 

Responses from teacher, principal and librarian users regarding SchoolNet's and 
LibraryNers role to date in helping develop on-line educational and library 
resources are presented in Appendix C:2. These are roughly consistent with the 
views of the provincial and territorial officials. However, it is apparent that 
respondents viewed the role of SchoolNet as being more important overall when 
compared to the role of LibraryNet in the development of on-line educational and 
library resources. 

Specifically, SchoolNet was viewed as having played an important role (receiving a 
rating of either a 4 or 5 on a 5-point importance scale) in: developing Canadian 
Internet content (72% of' respondents); empowering teachers in the development of 
educational content (64.7%); and developing content for teachers and librarians 
(61.4%). LibraryNet was viewed as having played an important role in: developing 
Canadian Internet content (46.9%); acting as a central node for new 
ideas/communications among different stakeholders (44.7%); and in developing 
pan-Canadian services (44.6%). 

Both SchoolNet and LibraryNet were considered to have played a relatively weak 
role in: bringing suppliers and developers of learnware into better contact with 
individuals and organizations that use and purchase learnware; helping with student 
career placement and development needs; and in identifying/addressing the needs of 
education and library administrators. 

Teachers/principals and librarians roughly agree about SchoolNet's role in 
providing on-line education and library resources. However, teachers/principals 
rated SchoolNet's role more favourably than librarians in the following areas: 

Helping with student career placement and development needs. 

Fostering the establishment of international partnerships and 
collaboration in the learnware, education, and 1CT markets. 

Empowering teachers to help develop educational content. 
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Helping bring suppliers and developers of learnware into better contact 
with individuals and organizations that use and purchase learnware. 

The difference in ratings may reflect that teachers/principals are more familiar with 
SchoolNet and its importance in helping develop education resources that are of 
assistance to teachers and students. 

In general, librarians rated the role of LibraryNet in providing on-line education and 
library resources as being more important than did teachers and principals. 
However, areas where teachers/principals gave a higher rating are presented below: 

Helping develop Francophone Internet content. 

Helping develop content for teachers and librarians. 

Empowering teachers to help develop educational content. 

Helping develop content for education and library administrators. 

A breakdown by location of school reveals that respondents in remote areas 
consistently gave a higher importance rating regarding the role of LibraryNet than 
respondents in rural and urban areas. Even greater variation in responses occurred 
in the assessment of SchoolNet's role in providing on-line education and library 
resources. 

Appendix C:3 provides a breakdown on the use and usefulness of on-line 
educational resources. Over one-third (37.3%) of the respondents stated that there 
was a high degree of use (a rating on 4 or 5 on a 5-point degree of use scale) for the 
resources overall on the SchoolNet website. Specifically, the resources on the 
SchoolNet website which were used the most often included: GrassRoots (69.2% or 
respondents rated it as 4 or 5), the Canadian Education Research Information 
System (CERIS) (25%), and the Special Needs Education Network (25%). The 
least used reso-‘ces were: Composers in Electronic Residence (8.5%), Network to 
Savings (10.3%), and Virtuoso (12.8%). 

Even resources that are not highly used may be highly useful for a subset of 
students and teachers. Hence, respondents were asked about usefulness. According 
to respondents, the most useful SchoolNet on-line educational resources were: 
GrassRoots (78.3% of respondents rating it as 4 or 5), Media Awareness Network 
(43.7%), and Sl.s.1 News Network (40.7%). The GrassRoots program was viewed 
very favourably, with some respondents noting that the program provided enabling 
resources to various schools for the purchase of new hardware. Typical comments 
about the Grass Roots program included: 
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"I love the GrassRoots Pro gram – it has helped motivate my class and has 
rewanled us with prize money, enabling us to purchase much needed new 
hardtvare." 

"The GrassRoots program was an excellent learning experience jhr both staff 
and students. It also gave us an opportunity to offer an authentic learning 
opportunity to our students that mirroms the expcatations of the world of 
work." 

"We have made extensive use of the GrassRoots  pro grams and have been able 
to set our school vastly ahead of others in our area through the use of 
Telecollaborative Anding and Internet projects." 

"GrassRoots projects – excellent initiative  for  publishing students work on the 
web and enhance students technological skills." 

Note that the rating for usefulness is higher than the rating l'or the degree of use for 
all resources in C:3. This may reflect high usefulness for some, but not all, students 
and teachers (an entirely understandable outcome), so that the average ratings of 
useflilness are modest, or perhaps that sonie respondents have not applied these 
resources in their work, yet have viewed these sites and are aware or their potential 
application. It is difficult to tell from  survey results which is the case—the various 
resources should be carefully trionitored to ensure that each is highly useful for at 
least some users. 

6.5 Sustainable Development 

The key area in which SN lias  contributed to sustainable development is in terms or 
creating a very decentralized and effective decision-making process. There is very broad 
participation in creation of policy and products for on-line services, right down to the 
classroom level. 

5.4 Other Lessons Learned 

It is crucial to incorporate input from the classroom level, to ensure that content 
reflects curriculum and addresses the interest/needs of teachers and students. 

The wide variety of resources available through SN resulted from the successful 
establishment of partnerships. A key element of this success is that the control of 
these resources were deliberately decentralized, 
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Issue 6 

To what Extent has SchoolNet helped to address 
some of the main barriers to increased ICT use in 
schools and libraries? 

6.1 Conclusions 

Our analysis demonstrates that SchoolNet ha. .lad an important role in addressing past 
ICI barriers, and will have an important continuing role in this area. When SchoolNet 
began, using the Internet for education was almost never done, and there was little 
information on how to best go about it. The program addressed many important barriers 
to increased use of (CT in the classroom. These included availability of connectivity, 
professional development for teachers, poor ICI infrastructure (including old, slow 
computers), not enough computers connected and networked, slow Internet access, etc. 
SN/LN helped develop on-line education and library support tools (including on-line 
learnware), content for teachers and librarians, employment resources for students 
through SkillNet.ca , and content through the SN Portal and Tools program, An important 
aspect is that computers supplied by CI'S have helped to decrease the student-to-
computer ratio. The lower this ratio, the greater the opportunity for student's to work on 
a computer and improve their general computer skills. 

There are many barriers still remaining to effective and inexpensive ICT use in the 
classroom and library. These problems appear more acute in First Nations schools. 
According to teachers, principals, and librarians, the top five barriers that SN can play an 
important role in overcoming in the future include providing more up-to-date computers, 
providing sufficient professional development in computer/Internet use, obtaining higher-
speed and lower cost communications infrastructure (e.g., for multi-media), providing 
better ICI technical support, and obtaining  l'aster  Internet connections. However, there 
was relatively little di fference among the ratings of importance of most barriers listed, 
and it is sale to say that many barriers still remain. By overcoming these barriers, the 
student-to-computer ratio will improve, and students will be working with relevant 
technology, instructed by teachers/librarians that are more Ihmiliar with this technology. 

While SN is not responsible for addressing all barriers to ICT use, misconception of SN's 
role and its objectives has resulted in the program occasionally being viewed as being 
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responsible for supplying high-end computers to School Districts that enable connection 
to the Internet. The program purpose must be clearly ,  articulated to all stakeholders 
(teachers/purchasing officers) to ensure that the program is not viewed as failing to meet 
an appropriate level «standard. Alternately, the standard should be raised. 

6.2 Background 

Remembering that use of the Internet fbr education was almost unheard-of when SN was 
initiated, it is not surprising that there were substantial barriers to connectivity, and to 
using the Internet once connected. Barriers included distrust or web-based learning, 
unfamiliarity of educators in using 1CT technology, lack or understanding or using 
Internet content in teaching, lack «technical infrastructure and support, and simple lack 
or computers and associated hardware and software. A great deal of effort was expended 
by the SN Advisory Board and SN ofricials in identifying these early barriers and 
providing solutions. (Many provincial educational systems did not provide such 
information or support for teachers or schools). SNAB is still actively involved in 
identifying current barriers to ICI u st. and has made recommendations with respect to 
infrastructure and content issues such as connectivity (e.g., high speed access, 
affordability, external and internal connectivity options, all of which are seen as key 
issues to address), CPS, learnware, professional development, research and measurement, 
and community involvement. Specific data on which barriers were most important, and 
for which SN wtts instrumental in resolving, are found in the survey results presented 
later in this section. ICI infrastructure has also been discussed in earlier sections. 

One of the most important barriers  vas  professional development for teachers. Several 
approaches were taken at both national and regional levels: 

• SchoolNet Youth Employment Program sends young people into schools to 
set up ICI infrastructure and to assist teachers in acquiring a better 
understanding of the infrastructure. 

• The CD-ROM mentioned earlier. 

• SN developed a paper-based SW gene tool (available in Teach magazine) to 
assist in training. 

• The very important GrassRoots program (see appendix material), which 
supports classroom-based interactive web-based learning and resource 
development, 

• Alberta's School Integration Resource, one of the first ICI courses, allowing 
both grade 12 credit and adult education. 
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It is estimated by Industry Canada that roughly 30% of teachers are now knowledgeable 
about ICT in the classroom (with much training through the SchoolNet. Youth 
Employment Initiative in the schools, or through SN teacher training seminars which 
were adopted by some provinces, or even by using volunteer parents knowledgeable in 
ICI as was  donc in Manitoba). Further, SN now has the support of teachers' unions now 
that  ils  utility SCCITIS clear, and so long a ,. increased ICT support does not imply fewer 
resources for other crucial needs. 

Over time, demand for effective and efficient connectivity has increased. Industry 
Canada considers there is now need for more content, available at higher speeds (and 
lower costs), as well as a continuing need to train more teachers, and on the research front 
to know more best practices for using the Internet in classroom situations. SchoolNet is 
using promotional tools to showcase how teachers are using it, and how best to integrate 
it into the classroom, in order to raise ic-r awareness. 

All or these activities required the strong support or the GrassRoots education 
community; in the words °forte respondent, "The client is boiling it upfront the bottom," 

6.3 Findings from the SITES Study 

The Second Information Technology in Education Study (SITES) was initiated to assist 
countries estimate their current positions with respect to ICI in education. SITES is an 
effort  of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement 
(lEA), and builds upon a number or other LEA studies on  ICI  dating back to the late 
1980s. Data are currently available from Module 1 of SITES, offering a snapshot picture 
of ICT in education in the years 1998/99 for 24 countries, including Canada. Some 
preliminary Canadian data related to ic-r barriers are summarized in the table below for 
"lower secondary schools" 14 . 

" !EA, SITES Press Release Module-I. thuiated (probably 1999 or 2000). Only lower secondary 
schools are discussed in the press release due to space limitations, and because this is the  cote  level at 
which most countries participated. 
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Selected SITES Findings for Canadian Lower Secondary Schools 

ICI  Eiarrier (1998199) 	 Finding 

Percentage of schools using InternetNVWW in 	 85% of lower secondary schools 
pedagogical situations 

(72% for primary education; and 92% for upper 
secondary education) 

(60% of lower secondary schools offer this for 50% 
or more of their students) 

Percentage of schools that have adopted policies for 	 90% 
norms/values in using Internet and WWW 

Median student:computer ratio 	 5:1 (1998) 

15:1 (1995) 

Average percent of multimedia computers 	 45% of computers 

Percent of principals reporting that teachers lack  ICI 	 61% 
knowledge 

Percent of principals reporting that all teachers have 	 17% 
received training in use of ICI  

Percent of respondents* technically-competent at 	 75% for general applications 
general applications (e.g., word processing), and in 
using  ICI for instructional purposes (e.g., for 	 50% for instructional purposes 
teaching or subject-specific purposes) 

Percent of principals with positive attitude to ICT for 	 80% 
life-long learning 

* Respondents to the technical portions of the SITES survey were assumed to be the most technically-proficient in the 
school, and thus able to transfer  ICI  knowledge within the school. This question obtained the self-ratings of the 
respondent on technical competence. 

!I general, the SITES data are consistent with the findings of the present study: 

The types of ICI  barriers discussed in SITES arc generally consistent with 
those addressed by SN, although some are being addressed in SN2 or being 
recommended for SN3 (e.g., multiinedia computers) rather than in SN I. 

ICI  infrastructure is rapidly improving in Canadian schools, and the 
Intemet/WWW is widely used, but the availability of multimedia computers is 
still only moderate, and 40% of schools offered ICT a.ccess (in 1998) to fewer 
than half their students. 
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• Although ICT has the support of a large majority of school principals, and 
although professional development for teachers remains a high policy priority 
at many schools, few schools have offered ICI training for all teachers. 

• Even for ICI technically-competent teachers, there remains considerable 
scope for professional development, particularly for use of ICI in 
instructional situations. 

6.4 Findings and Results of Surveys 

6.4.1 Provincial and Territorial Officials 

In sum, SchoolNet is seen as having had an important role in addressing past ICI' 
barriers, and to have an important continuing role in this area. At the time SN/LN 
were initiated, there was general consensus that the availability of connectivity 
(especially in remote areas), the costs or connectivity, and the lack of appropriate 
models and training for using information and communications technology (ICT), 
were all seen as major barriers to increased ICI use (A:5). In terms of overcoming 
these barriers SN ranked more highly than  LN, although both programs received a 
generally favourable rsponse in terms or helping to overcome barriers (A:5). Part 
of this favourable response can be attributed to the role that SN/LN played in 
helping to develop on-line educational and library support tools, including on-line 
learnware, content for teachers and librarians, content through the SkillNeLea 
program, and content through the SN Portal and Tools program (A:8, A:9, A: Il).  

6.4.2 Teachers, Principals and Library Administrators 

Appendix C:4 identifies the key barriers that currently influence ICI use in schools 
and libraries, and the barriers that SchoolNet can play an important role in 
overcoming. The current top five barriers identified by teacher/principal/library 
respondents were:: 

Computers too old, slow, etc. (71.5% of all respondents). 

Lack of professional development in computer/Internet use for educators 
and administrators (66%). 

Not enough computers networked within school, or LAN is too slow 
(64.8%). 

Lack or high-speed, high data rate communications systems (e.g., 
bandwidth for multi-media), at a low enough cost (62.3%). 
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• 	Not enough technical  [CT  support (61.4%). 

However, many of the other barriers shown in C:4 were rated as alinost equal in 
importance—it is safe to say that there are still many factors that inhibit effective 
ICI use in the classroom and library. The data in C:4 also shows that teachers 
believe SN can have a moderate to high role in addressing virtually all icr barriers 
listed. 

Further analysis by category of respondent -veals that teachers/principals view the 
barriers above as key to inhibiting the use of infbrmation and communications 
technologies. However, librarians were more likely to consider lack of bandwidth 
(71%), old and slow computers (63.6%) and Internet connections that are too slow 
(62.5%) as the key barriers affecting the use of' information and ICI. Librarians 
were also more likely than teachers/principals to consider unresolved issues 
concerning copyright, prb y and inappropriate content as an important barrier. 

According to respondents, the barriers that SchoolNet could play the most 
important role in overcoming (a rating or 4 or 5 on a 5-point importance scale) 
were: building awareness of the ICI (66.7% of respondents), ensuring that there are 
better models for using the Internet effectivel y  in the classroom and library 
(66.1%), and ensuring access to affordable, high-quality on-line learning resources 
(61.3%), These were also the highest-rated barriers noted by teachers and 
principals. Conversely, librarians noted that SchoolNet could play an important 
role in: ensuring greater Francophone content (91.7%) and Canadian content (80%) 
in the SchoolNet website, as well as resolving issues concerning copyright, privacy, 
and inappropriate content (80%). 

Appendix C:4 reveals that while most respondents are able to identify barriers that 
are important in preventing increased information and ICI use in schools and 
libraries, most are cognizant of the fact that the SchoolNet program cannot address, 
or should be responsible for dealing with, all problems noted. 

6.4.3 Survey of First Nations Schools 

Many respondents have noted numerous technical problems with the computers set-
up in their schools/libraries. Typical comments included: 

"Improperly installed satellite software." 

The one supplied clied, we have not yet received the one promised early 
Spring 2000." 

"(CFS computer) .wouldn't work and then when repaired, did not have as 
mach memory as other Aster computetw." 
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Appendix D:9 reveals that had FNSN and Help Desks not existed, the technical 
support for DirecPC would be poorer or much poorer (a rating of 1 or 2, on a 5- 
point rating scale) (60% of respondents). By providing technical support . CFS has 
played a key role in overcoming one of the key barriers to ICI use. As well, as 
noted earlier, (TS has also increased the total number of computers connected to 
the Internet, therefore, addressing another key barrier to ICI use. As one 
respon.dent stated: 

"TeNSN created the hwentives and support to increase the capacity of our 
educational system to advance Our technology opportunities." 

6.5 Lessons Learned 

• While respondents acknowledged that SN is not responsible for addressing 
all barriers to ICI use, misconception of SN's role and its objectives has 
resulted in the program being viewed as being responsible for supplying 
high-end computers to School Districts that enable connection to the 
Internet. 

• 'Many ICI barriers fall within provincial mandates but involve issues that 
are pan-Canadian in scope (e.g., professional development). Careful 
thought should be placed on areas that SN can provide the most benefit. 
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Issue 7 

What has been the impact of SchoolNet on the 
availability of computers and on connectedness 
in First Nations Schools? 

7.1 Conclusions 

The evaluation shows that First Nations SchoolNet program (FNSN) has successfully 
connected all First Nations schools that indicated a desire to be connected. Survey 
results from both the 1999 evaluation and the current assessment of FNSN reveal that the 
program has had a positive impact on the connectedness of First Nations schools. The 
number of connected computers has roughly doubled compared to the situation if FNSN 
had never existed. Further, virtually none of the computers were linked with a satellite 
connection prior to FNSN—or were likely to obtain one without FNSN. Thus the 
program is highly incremental with respect to both numbers of computers, and 
connectedness. The technical support offered by the FNSN Help Desks was important 
throughout this process. These computers did, in fact, meet the needs of the schools 
reasonably well. Close to two-thirds (61%) of' current respondents indicated that their 
schools are still connected to the Internet. Overall, FNSN has clearly helped address 
equity of access to computers, the Internet, and technical advice for First Nations schools, 
no matter how remote. 

However, a substantial number of First Nations schools have experienced technical 
problems with their computers, and the quality and speed of the DirecPC connection has 
recently been declining, sometimes substantially, and respondents also commented about 
the dated technology in the FNSN computers. A substantial number of schools that 
received FNSN computers are not currently connected to the Internet (about a third 
overall, and 40% of remote schools), for a wide variety of reasons. 

7.2 Background 

First Nations schools are under federal jurisdiction. Unlike the situation at other schools, 
SchoolNet assumed the costs of connectivity for First Nations schools; these were 
roughly $7.3 million from 1993/94 tImough 1998/99. This was done by providing each 
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school with a computer connected to satellite technology called DirecPC. The latter was 
provided through the year 2003 in partnership with Stentor. DirecPC makes fast and 
inexpensive Internet access possible in remote communities that have poor access to land 
lines. Five Regional Help Desks were also supported to help install, trouble-shoot, and 
explain the technology. At this time, SN has connected 100% of First Nations schools 
that wished to be connected (representing about 81% of First Nations schools overall). 
SN lias  also supported the creation of the First Nations home page. 

An important factor to remember with respect to this program is that there is often a lack 
of staff continuity at the First Nations schools. In many cases, the staff of the school, 
including the principal, turn over frequently due to their remote locations. This poses 
several problems, including difficulty creating and retaining technical ICT knowledge in 
the communities, and difficulty obtaining information on historical trends in ICT usage 
and usefulness. The students themselves often travel long distances to go to school, and 
this may mean that computers are available only at the schools, not in the homes. 

7.3 Data from the 1999 Evaluation of First Nations SchoolNet 
(FNSN) 

An evaluation was carried out in early 1999 of this SN component 15 . 	This study 
surveyed 138 of the roughly 420 schools participating in FNSN, and also analyzed 
responses to progress reports completed by FNSN schools. Generally positive results 
were found in terms of the impact of FNSN on the connectedness of First Nations 
schools, although some technical problems (not surprisingly) surfaced 16 . A brief 
summary or the key results at that time were that: 

• The large 'majority of participating schools had the DirecPC working. 

• About half the schools had DirecPC working immediately after installation, 
about a quarter experienced a delay of a month or less, and most of the 
remaining quarter had a delay of over three months. Most problems were 
related to the satellite dish and/or the connection to the comp....ter, and were 
resolved either by the Help Desks or internally. 

15 Kenneth W. Paul. 	.ions School»! Program Evaluation Final Report. March 31, 1999. Mr. 
Paul also served as a c.ir: .liant  to the present study. 

16 The issue of incrcmentality of the computers and connections was not explored explicitly in the 1999 
study, but  vas  investigated more fully in the present study. 
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• For schools with DirecPC working, 95% were satisfied or very satisfied with 
it. About 85% of schools overall were satisfied or very satisfied with the 
FNSN program. 

• The average school had roughly 19 computers, though the data do not show 
how many were connected. 

• DirecPC continued to work well in about two-thirds of the FNSN schools. A 
small percentage had never had it working properly. 

• The Help Desks had been used heavily—by more than two-thirds of the 
schools--mainly for installation or networking advice. 

Since the 1999 study nV2' completed, there have been reports of DirecPC operating more 
poorly than when first installed, essentially because heavier use has filled its channels to 
capacity which has slowed data transfer. Schools with access to 56K land lines may have 
higher speed connections than through the satellite (but of course many remote schools 
do not have this option). 

7.4 Findings and Results of Surveys 

7.4.1 Survey of First Nations (FN) Schools 

Since 1994, the total number of computers at FN schools/libraries (i.e., including 
those not connected to the Internet) has increased (D:1). The average number of 
computers at respondent schools/libraries prior to the FNSN program was 
approximately 11.6 computers. Today, there are approximately 28.6 computers on 
average as reportzd by respondents, with the range varying significantly from 0 to 
100 computers. 

FNSN has helped to connect First Nations schools under federal jurisdiction to the 
Internet through DirecPC satellite technology. Appendix D:3 shows that FNSN 
has roughly doubled the number of connected computers compared to what the 
situation would be if the program had never existed. Data in D:6 shows that the 
main problem prior to FNSN was lack of financial and technical resources to 
connect. Thus the program has had a substantial incremental impact on 
connectivity, by addressing the key problems in the communities. 

Approximately 61.4% of schools that received computers from FNSN are still 
connected to the Internet (D:2). Rural schools were more likely (68.8%) to be 
connected, while only 55% of remote schools were still connected. Those 
respondents that are no longer connected to the Internet mentioned various 
problems, including: 
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• technical problems with their computer(s); 

• Internet connections breaking down; 

• problems with connecting the computer(s) to the Internet; 

o disconnecting the computer(s) for supervision reasons. 

Appendix D:10 provides a summary of how well FNSN computers have met the 
needs of respondents. Close to two-thirds (63%) of respondents viewed the 
computers as having met well, or very well, the needs of the school as a student 
resource. The computers enabled students to learn basic Internet sur fi ng skills, use 
of search engines, basic downloading skills, Windows 95 procedures, and basic 
correspondence skills. As one respondent noted: 

"The access  to the Internet has been an incredible learning tool for our 
students. In two years we have amazing growth in our students technological 
abilities and interest in technology. Our students are seeing the potential that 
technology can provide. In addition students  are seeing outside our 
community." 

The computers were also considered to have met the needs of the school as a 
teaching resource (62% of respondents), library resource (58%), and as an 
administrative resource (54%). Some respondents 'lave noted that the computers 
did not always meet the needs of the school as they were unreliable. Teachers 
could not rely on the computers availability. As well, many schools have a limited 
number of computers which prevents teachers from being able to plan class 
activities. 

As noted earlier, the main type of Internet connection adopted by respondents was 
DirecPC. The exhibit below presents a hierh level breakdown of how well the 
DirecPC connection has been working. ri li3 LAilibit excludes the responses of those 
respondents who did not know how well the connection was working or whose 
school was not connected (these results can be found in Appendix D:5). 
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How Well DireGPC Has Been Working* 

Year 	Very Poorly 	Poorly 	Moderately 	Well 	Very 
Well  

In 1995 	 29.2% 	12.5% 	12.5% 	29.2% 	16.7% 
In 1996 	 14.3% 	171% 	25.7% 	28,6% 	14.3% 

_ In 1997 	 12.2% 	9.8% 	26,8% 	26,8% 	24,4% 
In  1 998 	 6,0% 	14.0% 	20,0% 	38.0% 	22.0% 
In 1999 	7.7% 	18.5% 	27,7% 	20.0% 	26.2% 
In 2000 	 19.0% 	9.5% 	25.4% 	20,6% 	25.4% 

* Data only for respondents with an opinion 

In 1995, a year after the introduction of' the FNSN program, the respondents' 
assessment of how well their DirecPC connection has been working was quite 
positive, with 46% of respondents indicating that their connection vvorked well or 
very well. Respondents assessment of DireePC reached its peak in 1998, when 
about 60% of respondents indicated that their connection worked well. However, 
since 1999, there has been a decrease in respondent's assessment of how well 
DirecPC connection has been working. Many respondents have reported that their 
DirecPC connection is slow, and that downloading content from the Internet is 
getting progressively slcmer. lvIany very critical comments were made about the 
current quality and speed of the DirecPC connection. However, many of these 
problems can not be addressed by FNSN, as they are the responsibility of the 
Internet service provider. As well, many schools may be connecting more 
computers than is permitted, which results in delays when using ternet. This 
is evident by one of te comments made by a respondent: 

"Downloading has improved slightly lately, but only  al a certain times of the 
day. I oho notice the more workstations open to the Internet, the slower the 
Internet server gels." 

7.5 Sustainpble Development 

FNSN has clearly contributed to social equity through provision of computers, Internet 
connectivity, and technical advice for First Nations schools, regardless ()Chow remote. 

7.5 Lessons Learned 

• First Nations schools are now experiencing substantial problems with poor quality 
and speed in the DirecPC connection as the number of users increases. FNSN 
should clearly distinguish its role and that of the Internet Service provider. 
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• Currently a number of FN schools (approximately 40% of FN schools 
respondents) that wish to be connected are now unconnected, and the num  ber  is 
growing. Special effort needs to be made by FNSN to ensure that the 
connectivity gains already reali7ed do not disappear. 
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Issue 8 

What has been the role of the program in 
promoting and facilitating collaboration between 
different participants both within the educational 
system, and with outside partners? 

8.1 Conclusions 

We believe that the wicIr .ange of SN partnerships represents one of the key successes of 
the program SchoolNet has played a key role in promoting and facilitating collaboration 
between different participants both within the educational system and with outside 
partners. SN initiatives have also successfully leveraged key resources--both cash and 
crucial in-kind support — from various levels of governments, private rmancial 
resources, individual community members, and/or from the transfer of in-kind expertise 
and support. It is fair to say, in fact, that without this collaboration, partnerships, and 
leveraging, SchoolNet would simply not exist at all. There are virtually too man!. 
examples of collaboration and leveraging to list, and the range of partners and activities is 
vast. 

As there exists a continuing need for SN services coast to coast, it is important to 
continue to develop collaborations in order to share ideas, resources and build upon 
synergies to achieve common goals. This is especially true as several highly-visible 
partnerships are currently in danger of collapse due to a lack of sufficient program 
funding, and a lack of co-ordination and vision. These partnerships require continuing 
direction and resources from Industry Canada and or SN to be sustainable over the 
medium to long-term. 

8.2 Background 

The nature of SN is essentially one of a huge, distributed collective of organizations and 
individuals all working towards common global—but highly diverse individual—goals. 
Although certain individuals and organizations (e.g., Industry Canada's Information 
Highway Applications Branch (II-IAB), the SN and CFS Provincial Advisory 
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Committees, Provincial Ministries of education, the Stentor Alliance) are clearly crucial 
to the program, equally clearly the program would be dramatically smaller and less 
effective without the enthusiasm, support, and hard work of the many formal and 
informal partners in the program, not to mention the efforts of individual school 
boards/districts, schools, classrooms, teachers, students, parents, and community 
organizations and firms. SN is not a program in the traditional sense of a discrete set of 
activities carried out by a discrete set of players, often housing in a limited number of 
physical settings, and working on a limited set of goals. The simple "organizational 
chart" so useful in describing traditional programs is almost completely useless for SN. 
We hope that titis report provides some idea of the diversity and complexity of the SN 
"program", as well as the multitude or actors involved in it. We invite the reader to refer 
to Appendices G and I-I for details on individual collaborations. 

Networking programs and projects do not have to flow "outwards" from a central 
SchoolNet to provinces, and thus to schools. Rather, initiation, collaboration and 
implementation can flow in any direction. For example, the GrassRoots program, 
supported by SchoolNet and national in its scope, was based on a student-project model 
developed in two rural school districts in Newfoundland. As a second example, the 
national "Writers in Electronic Residence" (WIER) program originated in a secondary 
school in Ontario with support from a university in British Columbia. 

8.3 Findings from interviews 

8.3.1 Provincial and Territorial Officials 

The tbllowing comments were typical of these offered by respondents: 

"I think private sector partnerships can be over-promoted. Public:  public 
 sec/or partnewhips and public:non-profit organization sector partnerships 

can be just as productive. It is difficult to justify the exclusivity ji.equently 
demanded by private sector  sponsors  in public policy. Certainly, the 
Community Access Program ('('Al',) has stimulated private sector activity. 
There are times when the CAP initiative seems to be in an unnecessary or 
inadvisable straightjacket, in policy terms. If access IS a priority in this 
society, government has a role and re.sponsibility. LibralyNet is a significant 
contributor to connectivity in Canada, in access and equity. An excellent 
start.  Let 's  get to the sustainability challenge now, and engage government 
across min/stries, This is 'cheap local presence' for government. Greater 
replication of the Canada Service Centres model, for example, would be an 
appropriate next step." 

"Partnership with CPS has been a great asset to litellitating connectivity in 
our libraries." 
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"British Columbia public libraries have enjoyed a fruitfid relationship with 
LN/SN in a volley of collaborative projects. Notable of these are Youlte.ioic,  
development of our Community Libraty Training Pro grain on,line courses." 

"SchoolNet brought together jbur national education organizations to work 
on ICT in echwation (CSBA, CEA, Collodion Association of School 
Administrators, Community Access  Pro grain,). One product has been the 
www.cenan.ca  website. SchoolNet has been instrumental in bringing these 
organizations together for joint action. In addition, a private sector company 
is 110W beginning Io work with the organizations." 

"Consortium for networking — lobbying the CRTC lbr equalization of rates 
and preferred rates for telecommunications for schools and libtaries." 

"District and provincial technology coqfèrences and standards picked up by 
SehoolNet Ar national distribution." 

"Microse has through the Commitment to Leaming Initiative which it 
sponsors as part of the GrassRows Pro grain. 

"Which came first — the chicken or the egg? routhwir  - provincial fitnding of 
S450,000; ferlerai fUnding $125,000." 

"CFS program has seen the province increase funding significandy." 

"Parlaying provincial compefitiveness toward equalization." 

"SchoolNet helped leverage additional resources through the Youth 
Employment Initiative. This enabled schools to hire youth to provide ICT 
support and training,for teachers/students." 

"SchoolNet has leveraged School Board and Department of Education 
Anding towards ICT Compare 1990 and 2000 school board menditures — 
while SchoolNet was not the only force, il was,  the major fbrce for change. As 
this 'revolution' iS relatively new, the trta.ditia, 1 has not been well 
documented " 

"York University hosted the YES I C'AN! Project. The project continues to be 
successjid because of the direct SchoolNet connection," 

"In Québec, AOUOPS has leveraged resource,s through Village Prologue and 
Cyberscol." 

"LibrwyNet still  has a significant role Io play in Canada." 
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"From the perspective of a huge (geographically) but small (population), 
SchoolNet's challenge  is  to recognize the huge costs to achieve so nie sort of 
equity lvith respect to connectivity and bandwidth , h  lias  to be seen more as 
an essential service than a cost/benefit. I also think that in setting itself up to 
be a leader, Sc/zoo/Net has to be carefid not to trample on or overlook 
leadership in other areas andjurisdictions." 

"Sc/zoo/Net has been very efièctive  in filling the federal gap for education — 
SNAB should continue and serve to direct national effbris of  SchoolNet." 

"Please  don '1  undervalue or underestimate [the Director General] of 
herniation Highway Application Branch's role as visionaiy, agent 
provocateur, cmd statespeiwon. He IS SchoolNet." 

8.4 Executive Case Studies 

The executive case studies (Appendix I) uncover two important factors in the overall 
assessment of SchoolNet (and LibraryNet) — the ability For SN to leverage resources from 
outside partners, or from partners within the educational systern, and the extent to which 
SN programming is sustainable into the future. Indeed, there is a key linkage between 
these factors. 

In an overall sense, the various SN initiatives reviewed in the case studies all leverage 
key resources, either in the form of private financial resources (e.g., the former 
STENTOR Alliance, Microsoft and Corel involvement in GrassRoots, and private sector 
partners in SkillNet.ca and the Media Awareness Network), matching public fluids (e.g„ 
Quebec's support of Réseau d'Adaptation Scolaire, provincial support for GrassRoots), 
or the transfer of in-kind expertise and support (e.g., server access for the Canadian 
Educational Policy Administration Network [CEPAND. And whereas the level of 
support varies from the significant involvement of private monies in STENTOR and 
GrassRoots, to lesser valued leveraging for Réseau and CEPAN, in each case the 
partnerships forged represent key success Factors to SchoolNet programming. This is 
true not only for current and past experiences, but also for the sustainability issues that 
will be addressed in the future. 

With direct reference to sustainability, there is one general conclusion that can be drawn: 
the continued viability of many SN programs (and partnerships) rests directly on the 
extent to which funding is available, and guaranteed. 

Note additional examples of leveraging arrangements are described at a high level in 
Appendix G and H. 
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8.5 Lessons Learned 

• Several highly-visible partnerships are currently in danger of collapse due to a 
lack of sufficient program funding, and lack of co-ordination and vision. 

• SchoolNet's partnerships require continuing direction and resources from Industry 
Canada and/or SN to be sustainable over the medium to long term. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

A. Key Conclusions 

Our conclusion is that SchoolNet  lias  played a strong role in establishing connectivity 
between Canadian schools and libraries. Moreover, it  lias  done this in an environment 
where jurisdictional sensitivity is of paramount concern, and resource availability is 
scarce. This has resulted in an interesting and important mix of partnerships between 
federal, provincial, organizational and private sector actors that, given the constantly 
changing nature of knowledge and technology in the modern context, will require 
continual renewal into the future. Some specific findings are discussed below. 

1) Collaboration and leveraging. Collaboration and leveraging arrangements played a 
key role in the overall SN initiative. SchoolNet  lias  been, in our opinion, outstandingly 
successful in this arena. In fact, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the wide range of 
SN partnerships represents one of the key successes of the program, and that SN would 
not exist without them. Not only do these partnerships allow for increased resources, 
they also lead to the sort of shared management practices that  lias  &allied the SN 
approach. And while many partners feel the partnerships would benefit from an 
increased level of overall funding, in their own right they have been instrumental in 
facilitating substantial additional resource generation and deployment amongst the 
variety of actors in the educational system. 

2) Federal involvement. There is a clear sense that federal involvement in the form of 
a national connectivity strategy was both necessary and legitimate in the eyes of affected 
parties in the educational system. This is not to say that jurisdictional tensions have been 
absent, but rather that, when evident, they have been resolved with relative case. In large 
part, this a reflection of the common desire held by all actcrs to facilitate the use of 
information and communications technology in Canadian schools — a desire that 
transcends jurisdictional boundaries. 	Federal-provincial cooperation was enabled 
through a healthy mix of decentralized administration (all the way down to the school and 
even classroom level), combined with a federal role that was more that of agent 
provocateur, than that of micro-manager. It is clear that Industry Canada is but one 
player: the active participation of provinces and School Boards/Districts lias  been crucial. 
Flaying said this, there are several specific examples where the federal role  lias  been 
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valuable, especially in the areas of acting as a focal point to develop a collaborative 
national vision, and in addressing some technical ICT issues that are within the federal 
mandate. Our conclusion is that achievement of SN goals would not have been 
sustainable without federal involvement. 

3) Impact on connectivity and ICT use. Specific examples of SN programming have 
resulted in increased connectivity and use of ICT in Canadian schools and libraries. At a 
general level, the answer is a simple 'yes' — SN has resulted in more computers (through 
CFS), increased connectivity, and increased provision of educational resources (e.g., 
through GrassRoots). In fact, 100% of schools and libraries that wish to be connected, 
now are connected. For First Nations schools, this is particularly relevant because of the 
remote settings for many of these schools--here FNSN has provided satellite connections 
to schools that almost certainly would not have them otherwise. 

4) Computers for Schools (CFS). The CFS program has played an important role in 
increasing the availability of computers for use in schools and libraries. As of the end of 
March 2000, over 200,000 computers had been supplied by SN to schools and libraries. 
While the total number of computers at schools/libraries has increased because of CFS, 
some respondents have commented on the quality of the computers supplied. Many CFS 
computers are `low-end' and do not rneet minimum configuration standards for modern 
software, or for effective Internet connection. Consequently, in order for the CFS 
computers to be of use to schools/libraries significant expenditures (or effort) have been 
required on the part of the School District to upgrade the computers to meet current 
standards which permit connection to the Internet. 	Should such resources be devoted 
towards bringing older computers to the basic level needed to permit connectivity, or 
should these resources be devoted towards the purchase of fewer computers but with 
superior technology? The response to this question may vary depending upon the 
educational levels taught at the schools. Older computers can be used as simple resource 
stations for running specific educational prograrns, thus appropriate for younger school 
levels, and may even be used for "spare parts" or to help students learn how to "tear them 
down". One of the computer purchaser respondents had mentioned:  "The main use in 
this area has often been at the high school level n,vhere students want a machine they can 
'hack apart'". More advanced computers, with greater hard drive space will enable 
students to 'surf' the Internet and become familiar with more advanced software 
packages, thus appropriate for higher school levels and libraries. 

5) ICT Barriers. Several steps were taken by SN to overcome barriers to increased  [CT 
use in schools. Those pertaining to a key barrier—professional development of 
teachers--included creation of the SN Youth Employment Initiative, the development of 
a paper-based SN Offline tool, and Alberta's School Integration Resource. While these 
steps, and others, have been undertaken by SN, many teachers, principals, and librarians 
acknowledge their lack of professional development in computer/Internet use. SITES 
data also confirms that few schools have offered ICT training for all teachers. Failure to 
instruct teachers/librarians in the used of information and communications technology 
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limits the promotion of the Internet and other web-based educational resources. It is 
unclear whether the responsibility for ensuring that teachers/principals/librarians are 
properly instructed falls upon the shoulder of the SN program, or whether it should 
remain mainly a provincial responsibility. Having said this, there is a wide variety of 
barriers to effective ICT use that will be important in the near future, including technical 
issues related to high-speed access to the Internet, lack of ICT technical support, and so 
on. SchoolNet is considered to have a moderately important future role in addressing 
virtually all of them. 

6) On - line resources. SN on-line resources and initiatives, and especially GrassRoots, 
has attracted numerous schools. GrassRoots is considered by many educators as an 
effective program as it offers funding to schools which helps cover the costs of creating 
and implernenting classroom learning projects on the Internet. Developing useful on-line 
resources is an effective strategy that encourages librarians and teachers to access the 
Internet and meet Industry Canada objectives, while limiting the costs to the program of 
ensuring that all 20,000 schools and libraries across Canada are connected. While the 
GrassRoots initiative was considered useful and successfully encouraged teacher and 
student involvement in Internet-based activities, few other SN initiatives are as highly 
used by as many respondents, or as highly useful (on average). This may simply mean 
that fewer users exist for each individual initiative, but the situation warrants careful 
attention to ensure the development of educational materials and resources that meet the 
curriculum needs of School Districts and individual schools and teachers. An important 
lesson learned is that every on-line resource must be designed with careful attention to 
how it is to be used in the field. 

7) Sustainable Development. SN, LN, and FNSN are clearly not prograins for which 
the major portion of sustainable development (SD) goals are relevant, in that they have 
few environmental implications. However, they do contribute to some portions of the 
government's SD objectives, as they have helped improve social equity through provision 
of computers, Internet access, and technical advice to all Canadian communities, no 
matter how remote. Further, all programs demonstrate a clear commitment to broad, 
participatory decision-making, in which both policies and products are designed and 
delivered through working groups at all levels of government, the K-12 school systern, 
and the private sector. Finally, the federal involvement was crucial to the long-term 
sustainability of the program, and will continue to be in the future. 

8) LibraryNet. While it was not specifically addressed in this evaluation, there are 
several indications that the library community feels that LibraryNet has received limited 
attention in the program — with much less thinking about the needs of this community, 
and interaction with it, than is necessary. 
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B. Recommendations 

1. Maintain the SchoolNet, Computers for Schools, and LibraryNet programs — 

These programs have been important catalysts and facilitators, bringing together the 
complementary needs and resources of federal, provincial, and private sector partners. It 
is clear that the majority of tasks addressed in the past—as well as those that must be 
addressed in the future—have broad cross-jurisdictional implications, and would be 
impossible for individual partners to effectively tackle alone. SN has shown that it is an 
effective instrument to meet these challenges, both in terms of policy and in terms of 
operational matters. LN lias  been less successful, but lias  equally good potential. It 
would be valuable to create a more fully defined strategic context for both programs that 
deals with issues such as infrastructure funding, maintenance of partnerships, etc.. 

2. Provide ongoing ICT infrastructure investment. Continued and continuing 
investment is necessary for maintaining and improving the quality of ICT infrastructure., 
which is rapidly becoming inadequate to serve current needs. This involved providing 
increased bandwidth (tak.ing into account that future demand will likely continue to grow, 
in remote and rural communities as well as urban ones), and supplying and maintaining 
highcr numbers of higher-quality computers and their associated hardware/software. A 
further one-time investment is not sufficient because of the rapid pace of ICT 
development, the rapid deterioration and outdating of current stock, and the strong 
"competing" efforts being made by other countries in these areas. This investment must 
be a joint effort of all SN partners as this is a cross-jurisdictional issue. 

3. Continue tri address other ICT barriers. There remain many other ICT barriers for 
which SN can help find solutions. Many clearly fall within provincial mandates but 
involve issues that are pan-Canadian in scope (e.g., professional development). Because 
of the jurisdict ;OP aspects, careful thought needs to be paid to where SN can provide the 
most incremcrItti impact. In which areas would SN be able to provide impacts that are 
clearly preferabte compared to what would be achieved by individual partners acting 
alone? 

4. Address First Nations SchoolNet problems. Special effort needs to be made by 
First Nations SchoolNet to ensure that the connectivity gains already realized do not 
disappear. Roughly 40% of FN schools that wish to be connected are now unconnected, 
and the number is growing. The problems typically arise because FN computers are 
either inadequate or have become non-operational (and cannot be repaired); the DirecPC 
connection is slow and/or unreliable (partly because of changes to the service providers, 
and/or because the schools are expecting too much of the connection); and it is difficult 
to maintain long-term technical capabilities in the communities. Although some of these 
problems fall into "grey areas" of the mandates of Industry Canada and SN, these 
organizations can have substantial influence in solving them, especially through their 
partnerships. DirecPC is a key component that needs attention, but the quality of 
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computers supplied is also important, as is some way to provide either ongoing 
professional development or more technical support. 

5. Nurture important existing partnerships and collaborations. SchoolNet's 
partnerships and collaborative efforts require continuing direction and resources from 
Industry Canada and/or SN to be sustainable over the medium to long term. Several 
highly-visible partnerships are currently in danger of collapse due to a lack of sufficient 
program funding, and lack of co-ordination and vision. Industry Canada originally acted 
as the "hub of the wheel" during creation of these partnerships. The department is now 
perceived as having withdrawn from some partnerships, and having hurried unduly in 
devolving some activities, leaving the wheel to collapse. Note that this is not necessarily 
the case for all partnerships, nor is it the case that Industry Canada need be the hub for all 
partnerships. We recommend that a "snapshot inventory" be carried out which 
investigates, for each partnership, the partnership model being used (e.g., Industry 
Canada as the hub? A provincial agency as the hub?), its usefulness and importance, 
perceived problems, short-term needs in terms of resources and co-ordination, and the 
expected roles of Industry Canada and SN. This inventory might be done through the SN 
Advisory Board. 

6. Continue to design educational and administrative resources for "real world" 
relevance. The on-line SN resources have had mixed success 	GrassRoots is highly 
used and highly useful, but most others enjoy more limited use and usefulness. This is 
not entirely unexpected, as many resources will necessarily be of interest to relatively 
small user groups. However, the key lesson learned to date is that tailoring the resource 
to how it is used "in the field" (e.g., in the classroom or library) is crucial. There is still 
much to learn about how best to design these resources. It is vital that existing resources 
be monitored closely to ensure their continued relevance, and that new ones be designed 
to maximize their effectiveness. Although simple access to on-line resources is valuable 
in the first instance, very rapidly the content and usability of the resources become the 
most important aspect. 

7. Analyze future programming in terms of incremental impact. There are many 
possible areas in which SN could put effort. Because of the many complex cross-
jurisdictional aspects, as well as the actions or various partnerships, it is vital that SN's 
activities be directed towards areas where they can lever the most additional impact. 
"What would happen without SN's involVement?" is the key question. A good example 
is CFS. This program supplies computers that are useful for certain schools in certain 
situations (e.g., remote schoois that use them as "starters", or schools that use them as 
sources of spare parts), but not nearly as useful for other schools (e.g., those that wish to 
use them for high-speed Internet connection, regardless  f the fact that this was not a CFS 
goal). It does not seem sensible to put high levels of effort into obtaining and 
refurbishing older machines that will be mainly used as parts inventory, and it may not be 
necessary to supply so many "starter computers" in future as more used computers 
become available in the schools themselves. Would it be better to supply schools with 
fewer  multi-media machines or more refurbished older computers? Should CFS supply 
"starters" to some schools, multi-media computers to others? What, exactly, can CFS 
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supply that is important and cannot be obtained by schools or School Districts 
themselves? 

8. Put more resources into LibraryNet. Limited data suggest that LibraryNet is the 
"poor relation" in the SN program. It has had considerably less effort put into 
determining the programmatic and resource needs of libraries, librarians, and library 
users, and in finding ways to address these needs. If there are still important library 
needs that are unresolved, and if SN can play a role, then this lack shoul-1  be addressed. 
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